




The idea of an artist’s journal conjures up visions of ink-stained pages holding various 

sketches, doodles, and musings all scribbled down in haste. Colorful images as well as a 

favorite poem or story are affixed to crisp pages in a haphazard fashion. All assembled 

together create a source for creative inspiration. With that thought in mind, the editors 

and staff of the 35th annual Phoenix present the 2015 edition. The idea of an artist’s 

sketchbook grew out of two Fall 2014 courses: Art 270: Publication Production and 

English 277: Introduction to Literary Publication. The students involved developed a 

concept that was unique, inventive, and addressed the role of the artist as painter, poet, 

scribe, photographer, and creative muse all rolled into one.

Because the very act of creating art is allowing something that was hidden to be seen, 

students agreed on a theme of reveal. Next came the task of capturing the attention 

of the Clark community. “Dare to Bare your Soul” was selected to frame promotional 

materials. T-shirts, bookmarks, wristbands and flyers blanketed the campus. The end 

result was an increase in the number of submissions. 115 literary and close to 400 art 

submissions made the task of choosing all the more challenging. Adding to the difficulty 

was the fact that the 2014 Phoenix won the coveted Most Outstanding College Literary 

and Art Magazine award by American Scholastic Press. Much to live up to. 

And then there was that little issue about the name change… with queries 

concerning how the word Phoenix and Clark College were related in mind, the fall class 

conducted a poll to see if the student body was ready to consider a new name. The Egg 

had, after all, transitioned into Phoenix so history was on our side. However it became 

clear early on that even if students had never seen a copy of Phoenix, the vast majority 

didn’t want the name changed. So Phoenix is with us for another year.

We hope you’ll take time to contemplate the pieces in this journal. They were 

chosen to represent what we feel is the best work done by the Clark College 

community. Read through the interviews with instructors Chris Luna and Damien 

Gilley. Luxuriate in the creative output of the students, faculty, alumni, and staff here at 

Clark College.
Finally, thanks to all who were brave enough to submit a piece of themselves. Again, 

this was a banner year for submissions. If we could we would publish as many of these 

works as possible. Because of the quality of several entries, some will be revealed on the 

Phoenix blog (aka Phlog) at http://clarkphoenix.com/phlog.

Daring to bare their soul, the Clark College community heard and responded. 

Without them there would be no Phoenix.

 
 Tim Roduner

Fiction Editor

PHOENIX is published once annually by the Associated Students of 

Clark College. All contributors, editors, and volunteers are members of 
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Works on Paper
Sights Of Sound, Debbie Helman, 6
Visions, Debbie Helman, 6
Patience, Elise Cryder, 7
Garibaldi Boat, Ian Beckett, 17
Hedy and Paul, Ben Rosenberg, 19
Embrace, Sierra Arias-Nelson, 30
Cycles of Life, Lauren Pucci, 52
Tyler, Azure Calder, 78
My Room, Travis Jones, 81
Genderless, Ecko Constantine, 83
Dissociative Identity Disorder, Filip Popa, 86
Outward Appearances, Azure Calder, 87
Winter, Elizabeth Alexander, 102
The Girl, Meagan Donnelly, 104
Censored Messiah, Azure Calder, 110
Story of My Life, Luke Entwistle, 124

Fiction 
Walk of Fame, Tim Roduner, 20
Honeysuckle, Anna Leady, 54 
Daddy’s Girl, Beth Means, 70
Pedestrians Crossing, Joseph Tucker, 90
Gouge Away, David Powers, 118

Creative Non-Fiction
Not the Favorite, W.R. Soasey, 9
Cut, Cory Blystone, 113

Photography
Judged, Misty Kerr, 14
Brave, John Knilans, 14
Emotional Rollercoaster, Micayla Rohan, 15
Love Birds, Brock Pardue, 30
Marthe’s Cello, Julian Nelson, 31
Elements & Energy, Jennifer Avens, 42
Moments With Strangers, Lindsey Norberg, 50
Whispered Stories, Anne Murray, 51
The Perception Project, Trenelle Doyle, 62-63
Sans Titre, Brittany Koontz, 68
Self-Destruction, Hogan Coverdale, 69 
Rebel Without a Cat, Garry Bastian, 69
Spirited, Garry Bastian, 84
Matter, Josh Mattison, 88
Reshaped Reality, Ronnie Riske, 97
Handcrafted City, Ronnie Riske, 97
Day Dreaming, Matt Murray, 105
Mother Nature Always Returns, Jessica Maher, 107
Be Home Soon, Keziah Black, 108
Through His Eyes, Trisha Bottemiller 108 
Controlled Burst, Matt Murray, 108 
The Grandeur of Mother Nature, Morgan Broad, 126
White Frilly Mushroom, Melinda Gibbs, 126
What If, Rebecca Vit, 128
Blackbird, Rebecca Vit, 128
Modern Fairytales and Unhappy Endings,
   Jennifer Avens, 129
Lightwork, Josh Mattison, 131
Gone in a Hurry, Derek Williams, 131
Portland Insight, Nicole Clark, 132
A Peculiar Girl, A Creative Mind, Jasmine Pritchett, 133 

Poetry
Beachcoming, Christopher Chaffin, 16
Rocker, June Williams, 34
Love’s End, Bryan Weaver, 40
Yoga in Chairs, Terri Dudek, 66 
Growing Up, Josh Bennier, 80
Bird of Paradise, David Berry, 85
Winter, Angie Lohr, 103
Drops of Truth, Shiann Roark, 109
Broken Word, Jennifer McLendon, 127
Laughter Lingers, Rebecca Vit, 130
Down Love’s Tributaries, Christopher Luna, 134

Time-Based Art
Mermurder, Nikki Hansen, 28
The Doll, Jeffrey Points, 28
Project Spielberg, Jeffrey Points, 28
Destination, Matthew Harmon, 29
Bobby Finds a Fish in the Percolater,
   Matthew Harmon, 29 
Appropriation of Little How Town, 
   Shanna Schauss, 29

Paintings
Egg & Eggs, Ryan Santos, 18 
Poohie, Phynni Hedberg, 35
Peaceful Realms, Katherine Adams, 53
Eden Lake, Katherine Adams, 53
Lucid Reality, Jeremy Crane,79
Subject Occupying Chair, Luke Entwistle, 87
Distorted Beauty, Kristina Gavrilin, 87
Flowerbeard, Ryan Santos, 99
Pouring on a Painting, Juvele Canilao, 112
Psychadelic Panic Attack, Elise Cryder, 116
Thank Your Mother, Elise Cryder, 116
Ascension II, John Mangan, 121 
Puntitled, Luke Entwistle, 121
Second Left on the Right, Stephen Kehr, 122
Unknown, Kerri Daniels, 123
More than the Floor, Matthew Harmon, 141
Empirical Being, Matthew Harmon, 141

Ceramics
Flawlessly-Flawed, Yayra Tamakloe, 32
Pieces of Me, Tyhler Heniken, 32
Aged Drinking Vessel, Shannon Wonser, 37
Red Gash Vase, Nick Svilarich, 33
Sling Shot Vessel, Nick Svilarich, 33
Shot Glass Set, Kristina Payne, 35
Explorations, Harumi Marshall, 36-37
V, Mikayla Sieck, 38
Navitas Pitcher, Julli Krishcko, 33
The Woman, Katie Collins, 39
Rock of Life, Kari Allred, 41
Dragon Fruit, Hannah Morrison, 41
Goddess of Bounty, Trisha Bottemiller, 67
Baby Doll, Elizabeth Alexander, 77
Purple Nurple Posies, Ryan Santos, 98
Dragon Aspect, Shanna Schauss, 98
Changing Nature, Claudia Carter, 100
Reptile Shot Glass Set, Brenda Pereboom, 101
Egyptian Canopic Jars, Brenda Pereboom, 101
Time for Tea, Tim Roduner, 104
Tree of Life Ceramic Pillows, Madison Loveall, 106
Mishima Ceramic Pillows, Madison Loveall, 106
What We Do for Convenience,  
   Elizabeth Alexander, 117
Black and White, Katie Lombardo, 122
Pendleton, Katie Lombardo, 122

Digital works
Escape, Rose Goedecke, 43
Dandelion Parachute, Diana Boligar, 82
A Day in the Urban Northwest, David Berry, 82
A Day in the Life of a Chef, Krysta Brixey, 125
My Jungle, Meagan Donnelly, 125

Interveiws
An Angle on Damien Gilley, Anna Leady, 44
A Conversation with Christopher Luna,  
   Josh Bennier, 136

Installation
Rodrigo’s Installation, Rodrigo Valenzuela and 
   Clark College Art Students, 64-65
Axis Index, Damien Gilley, 47
Fortress, Damien Gilley, 47
Skywalker, Damien Gilley, 47
Breakthrough Moment, Damien Gilley, 49
Decoy, Damien Gilley, 49

Sculpture
The Weight of Circles, Jason Belmore, 67
Teeth, Elise Cryder, 78
Forced Abstraction, Jeffrey Grimes, 89
Opposites Attract, Jeffrey Grimes, 89
In Motion, Brittany Justus, 104
Offering, Annette Jackson, 123
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Elise Cryder • Mixed Media on Paper
A life drawing portrait done over the course of two days.

Debbie Helman • Mixed-Media on Paper
Each piece of work I create has a soundtrack behind it. These works 
represent the visions running through my mind along with my visual 
interpretation of multiple percussion tracks I enjoy.
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I am the child who lowered my mother’s naked flesh into her last bath, averting 
my eyes from the pancake breasts that floated uselessly on the surface of the water, 
triangular ships that long ago delivered the milk that had sustained me. I am the 
child who steeled myself to place medication in her anus, a task my father couldn’t 
bring himself to perform. I am the child who coped with the sludge she vomited up 
from her bowels, surely the most horrifying aspect of the last stage of colon cancer.  

But I am not her favorite child. In fact, I am at the bottom of the list, after my 
younger sister, who reigns supreme in her blue-eyed, blonde-haired, long-legged 
beauty, and my brother, the unexpected gift of her middle age. I am the child who 
argued, who defied, who wore logger boots and a plaid hunting jacket to school 
instead of a cheerleader’s flirty skirt and tight sweater.

“You clomp through the room like a cow. Don’t fling yourself down on the 
couch! You’d make more friends if you’d smile. Cut your bangs—I can’t see your 
eyes. Don’t roll your eyes at me, young lady! You should join the school band. I’m 
talking to you! Get your nose out of that book and set the table. Here, try the 
padded bra; it will give you a nicer shape. It wouldn’t hurt you to wear a dress once 
in a while.”  

My poor mother. I gave her the disrespect I felt she deserved.
I hid my soul from my mother. I hid the disaster of my teenage marriage—

my ticket out of her house. I hid the drinking and pot smoking my husband 
encouraged. I hid his infidelity. I hid my misery.

I paid her back. My husband and I moved to California when I was pregnant 
with her first grandchild. Gotcha! I wouldn’t let her come to the hospital when I 
gave birth. No way that woman was going to be in the same room with me when I 
pushed this baby out of my vagina. I called her when the deed was done. She came.

by W. R. Soasey

We are proud to present the 2015 Editors’ Choice Literary Award 

winner for “Not the Favorite,” a work of creative non-fiction. Clark College 

student, W.R. Soasey, has crafted a narrative that is unflinching in its 

portrayal of the broken bond between a mother and daughter. Her story 

vibrates with heartbreak, tragedy, and, ultimately, the making whole of a 

fractured relationship. She allows the reader to eavesdrop on the healing 

process taking place, as is evident in the following:

“I told her about her father, about what he did when I was four, seven, 

nine.  She cried . . . “Oh, honey, it’s awful.  I remember.  I remember he did it 

to me too.” 

Ms. Soasey is a gifted writer who has taken advantage of the many 

opportunities Clark College offers students with a literary mindset. She 

has completed several creative writing courses at Clark, including poetry, 

fiction, and creative non-fiction writing. She is also looking forward to 

taking advanced versions of some of these same classes in order to finish 

her education at Clark. Last year, she was the recipient of the McCordic 

Talent Award for Creative Writing.  

 
After she completes her education at Clark, Ms. Soasey’s goal is to earn 

a bachelor’s degree in English Literature with a minor in Creative Writing. 

To that end she will continue her education in the fall of 2015 at Portland 

State University, focusing on fiction and creative non-fiction writing classes.
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She stayed for two weeks. She showed me how to bathe an infant in the 
kitchen sink, how to bleach diapers, how to breastfeed on demand. She overlooked 
my inadequacies in her joy of my child. And then she left.  I cried. I sat on the bed 

next to the flailing, wailing infant who would not be comforted, 
and I wailed for my mother. Neither of us found solace.

We moved back to Portland. I disappointed her 
when I divorced. I disappointed her when I got too 
skinny. I disappointed her when I flew back and forth 
to Sausalito to fornicate with a handsome, charming 
attorney I met on the job.  

I wore the ugliest clothes in my closet when I took my two children to visit her:  
oversized t-shirts that hung from my bony shoulders, leggings in some garish color 
that didn’t match. She never saw me in the elegant professional clothes I wore to 
work. I refused to be elegant for my mother, the woman who cared so much about 
appearance for appearance’s sake.

We declared one week of ceasefire every year. Each summer my mother and 
I took my daughters to the beach. She told hilarious stories from her youth and 
made pot roast. We ate Peanut M&M’s—the pound bag. We shared the same bed 
and talked into the night. It was our bonding ritual, and it was sacred.

One day my father thought the unthinkable and did the unimaginable:  he 
made sexual advances to my older daughter. No more Thanksgiving dinners. No 
more Christmas Eve celebrations. No more Mother’s Day brunches, and certainly 
no more Father’s Day cards. The summer beach trips became our only time 
together. The girls waited in the car, the motor running, while I helped Mom load 
her suitcase and bags of groceries in the trunk. 

My daughters grew old enough to be affronted by her politics, her 
homophobic comments, her mindless parroting of Rush Limbaugh absurdities. We 
skipped a year. She begged to go again. The next trip she was penitent, careful with 
her words. They forgave her.

But I could not. I couldn’t forgive my mother for staying with my father. In 
my mind, it was the ultimate betrayal. She chose him over her daughter, over her 
granddaughter. She chose him.

One year I got brave. Some of us mature more slowly than others. I told her my 
saddest secret. I lay in my skinny twin bed, four feet away from her skinny twin bed, 
and I let the words escape into the darkness. I told her about her father, about what 
he did when I was four, seven, nine.  She cried.

I couldn’t sleep. I heard her twisting and turning in the narrow bed, moaning 
inside her dreams. Finally the first grey light of an Oregon coast morning oozed 
beneath the curtains.  

“Mom, are you okay?”
“Oh, honey, it’s awful. I remember.  I remember he did it to me too.”
We were sisters. Sisters of the unthinkable, the unimaginable.  
I forgave her.
My life was in full bloom when I got the call one April. I had a new man, a good 

man. A home together. The children grown, gone. Honeymoon in midlife.
My strong-boned mother, my half-German stoic mother: “I’ve never felt this 

sick in my life. The doctor can’t figure out what’s wrong. I don’t know what to do.”
I put my life in Portland on hold. Hospital tests, doctor visits, phone calls. The 

yellow legal pad balanced on my thigh, trying to scribble everything the doctor said.  
Asking the questions no one else in the room would.

“What’s her prognosis?”
“The truth? At best, six months. At worst, two weeks.”
She was determined to have one more good summer.

“I want to throw a big party for the whole family,” she said. “I don’t want 
everyone to wait for my funeral. What good will that do me? I want to see them 
before I die.”

My aunts, uncles, and cousins came to see Mom, along with most of her 
grandchildren. She even got to meet her first great-grandchild. She sat enthroned in 
the bright blue recliner, relaxed and happy, and received her visitors. She made each 
one feel special, appreciated. She glowed.

“You look more beautiful than ever.” Everyone said it.
“Who knew cancer would be the one diet I could stick to?” Indefatigable Mom.
My sister came, the queen of my mother’s heart. We both took Mom to the 

beach. Two weeks. Two weeks for the woman who 
flew to Oklahoma every single time my sister gave 
birth—all seven of them—and stayed for months to 
help. And then my sister left. My mother cried. I’m 
not bitter.

My brother and his wife lived in the same town as Mom, and they saw her 
every day I wasn’t there. He usually fell apart. She comforted him.  

Mom and I floated over the Willamette Valley one brisk dawn in a hot air 
balloon.  The gas flame roared above our heads and warmed us as we rose. When 
it shut off, the silence echoed. We leaned over the edge of the basket and peered 
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down at rolling hills and quilted fields, rivers like ribbons. “It’s so beautiful,” she said, 
her face alive with pleasure. How could she be dying?  

When the basket touched down, we toasted our courage with a glass of champagne.  
In the afternoons we lay next to each other on her bed and 

admired the flowers and trees nodding in the breeze outside 
her window, every single one of which she’d planted and cared for. 
As she drifted off into her daily nap, we giggled and murmured 
and said the private thoughts we’d never shared before.  

The hospital bed arrived. We installed it in the family 
room. I breezed in from my other life—my real life?—and 
opened the drapes, turned off the TV, put on classical 
music, cleared the clutter.

“Hey, I was watching that. I wasn’t done reading that.” My father.
“Mom doesn’t want to hear sports on TV and look at this mess,” I said.
“How do you know what she wants?” he groused.
My mother shushed him and smiled. “She’s my daughter. She knows what I like.”   
One Sunday afternoon I massaged lotion into her feet while my husband 

played the piano for her in the living room. “I’m already in heaven,” she said. “You’re 
such a good daughter. You know just what to do to take care of me.”

My mother made me promise to get a colonoscopy. Now. She had refused to 
do so, even though her father died of colon cancer. When we went through her 
clothes after the funeral, there were Tums in every pocket. She’d been downing 
bottles of antacid for years.

The last time I saw Mom, the leaves were just beginning to turn gold and 
orange in the still-warm air of September. She no longer had the strength to speak, 
but we communicated what was necessary. Perhaps the fact she was unable to say 
anything made it easier for both of us.

I perched on the edge of the hospital bed and took her hands in mine. “I know 
you worry about me and the girls, but I promise you, we’re going to be all right.”

She squeezed my hands and nodded.
“And don’t feel bad about anything that’s happened. It’s okay. There’s nothing 

to forgive.  I love you.” I leaned down and gently touched my lips to hers.
She blinked her tears away to let me know she understood. We were good.
I drove home, my heart at rest. The next afternoon my sister-in-law called to 

urge me to rush back to my hometown. “The hospice nurse said the end is very 
near.  We’re going to pray her over to the other side.”  

I saw the scene all too clearly. My brother’s family and my father would join 
hands and form a circle around the hospital bed. They’d take turns praying aloud, 

alternating between tones of earnest pleading and righteous optimism, a few Bible 
verses sprinkled in for added authority, not giving Mom a moment’s peace to slip 
away, and all the while the ubiquitous drone of Monday Night Football would play 
in the background.

I declined.
My sister-in-law sicced the hospice people on me. They described the 

imminence of Mom’s death in somber tones.  
“I understand. I’ve already said my goodbyes to my mother.”  
I couldn’t have left if I wanted to. I was in the last phase of bowel cleansing 

before my colonoscopy the next morning. The timing was a fitting tribute to 
Mom’s passing. I knew she would approve. 

Mom died that night. I feel her presence when I look out at the trees from my 
bedroom window. I feel her smile when I stoop to smell flowers. I feel her warmth 
when I put my hands in the dirt. I feel her joy when I hold my grandchildren.

No, I was not the favorite child. But when she left, my mother filled the space 
in my heart that ached for her love.
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Misty Kerr • Silver Gelatin Print
Size-ism has become a real problem in our 
culture. I did a series of nudes that highlight 
the beauty of the women I have come to know 
and love in my life. I then had them write 
what stood out the most to them about the 
experience and picked a quote that reflected 
my project.

John Knilans • Silver Gelatin Print
This photograph was inspired by discovery 
and being brave in the face of the unknown. 

Micayla Rohan • Silver Gelatin Print
Everyone deserves to tell their story. I just 

happened to give them the chance.
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Ian Beckett • Kallitype on Watercolor Paper
Kallitypes are a type of print made from a silver nitrate and ferric oxalate based solution which is then mixed, hand-coated 
onto the paper, then contact printed directly from the negative, usually in a medium or large format. This process,now 
considered an alternative photographic process, was quite common 100 years ago.

At high tide, the sea ejects
glass fishing floats and foam.

We wait for the waters to wane,
tiptoe around anemones and crabs;
I spot a small green globe.

She says it belongs to a goddess,
her eyes plucked out by a vengeful lover
and cast into the deep.

I see only an old sake bottle
blown into a sphere,
scratched by sand and tangled in nets.

Tomorrow, I will look for agates
while she searches for the goddess’s other eye.

by Christopher Chaffin
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Ben Rosenberg • Mixed Media
This is a mono print based on a section of an old movie poster I 
found in a house on the coast before it was torn down. 

Ryan Santos • Oil on Canvas
I’ve always loved eggs whether for food, decoration, spiritual totem, metaphor for 
womanhood, scientific experiment or missile weapon.
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Jackie Cathcart knew Robert Redford would attend her funeral; he had to. The 
three films they made together had been the most popular of both their careers. He 
would come to her funeral. He would, that is, unless Bob went before she did. Then 
she’d be stuck going to his funeral. 

Jackie shook her head as she adjusted her sunglasses and gazed out the window 
at the muggy August day. Today’s driver was taking a different route to get to the 
restaurant, and they had just passed the Hollywood Forever Cemetery, which is 
what got her thinking about funerals in the first place. Was this the same driver as 
yesterday? She couldn’t remember and went back to mentally updating her guest 
list. Jackie knew she was the picture of health, but believed that it was never a good 
idea to leave something as important as funeral plans to the last minute. However, 
lately she’d had to do a lot of subtracting from her list, as so many of her peers kept 
dying. Jackie hated to think about going to another funeral for two reasons: she only 
had so many black dresses that hadn’t been seen in public, and, more importantly, 
funerals made her feel old.  The last thing she wanted to do was acknowledge the 
fact that the days were flying by much too quickly and that her circle of colleagues 
was growing smaller and smaller. Looking out the window again, Jackie began to 
glimpse the familiar sights of Hollywood Boulevard. Soon Musso and Franks would 
come into view.

“Driver,” Jackie spoke louder than she needed to, “I want to go look at my star 
after lunch, so please make sure you know where it’s located.” The driver’s eyes 
appeared in the rearview mirror.

“Yes, ma’am,” he said politely, “every Thursday I deliver you to your star on the 
way home. I know where it is.” 

“Have you driven me before?” Jackie asked, compact out as she touched 
up her lipstick.

“Yes ma’am. It’s Rudy. I’ve been your driver for the last year and a half.”

“Oh,” was all Jackie said as she put the lipstick away and began adjusting the 
cuffs on her lavender blouse.

The car  came for her at 11:30 every morning, usually with a different driver, 
or so she thought. As long as she got where she needed to go, Jackie wasn’t all that 
particular about who drove. Still, if this man had driven her before, it meant she 
wouldn’t need to provide him with any directions. Jackie was happiest when she 
didn’t have to deal with common folk, as it always 
reminded her of the life she left behind when she first 
came to Hollywood back in the early ‘60s. That’s why 
she had a standing lunch reservation at Musso and 
Franks every weekday afternoon: to remind the public 
that she was still around, that she was someone—or was it to remind herself? After 
all, it was Mr. Zanuck who had first taken her there all those years ago to celebrate 
her new contract with 20th Century Fox. 

Darryl F. Zanuck had been one of the most powerful men in all of Hollywood 
for over four decades. However, during the 1960s Zanuck had been reduced to 
little more than a figurehead ever since he had gambled and lost with the Elizabeth 
Taylor vehicle Cleopatra. In 1962 it had been the most expensive movie ever made 
and had bombed horribly, practically bankrupting the studio. When Jackie crossed 
paths with Zanuck, the New York office was running Fox, and Darryl F. was nothing 
more than a token CEO. Still, Jackie didn’t doubt the old man’s eye for talent.

 Her big break came when, with Zanuck’s help, she got cast as Annette 
Funicello’s best friend in all the popular beach party movies, alongside Frankie 
Avalon. But that was just the beginning; role by role, picture by picture she worked 
her way up until she was declared the top female box office draw of 1974, 1975, and 
1977.  Ah, her glory years—which coincidentally happened to be the same years she 
co-starred with Redford. Those were the days.

But that wasn’t the end for Jackie Cathcart. While no longer number one at 
the box office, she still found success with the films she chose to make. And back 
in 1980 she would have won the Oscar too. For months she had been favored to 
win for her tortured performance as Baby Jane Hudson in the all singing, all dancing 
remake of Whatever Happened to Baby Jane. She was the assumed winner until 
that Sissy Space Chick person stole it out from under her by portraying hillbilly 
country singer Loretta Lynn. To this day, whenever she had the unfortunate 
displeasure of crossing paths with Ms. Spacek, she would completely ignore her. 
Water under the bridge, she supposed, but reminiscing about her loss always made 
Jackie think of her star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. It had been bestowed upon 
her in the midst of all the hoopla she had received for her performance in Baby Jane, 
and thinking about that time period always made Jackie long to visit it.

“Oh, Driver. Um, Randy, dear,” she said.

by Tim Roduner
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“Ma’am, it’s Rudy. What did you want?” The driver leaned back so that his full 
face could be seen in the rearview mirror.

“If we could, today I’d like to visit my star before we go to the restaurant, if 
it’s not too much of a bother.” Jackie was careful to add just the smallest hint of 
neediness to her voice. Men loved it when a woman appeared helpless.

“Yes ma’am. That shouldn’t be a problem. We’re almost at the restaurant, but 
your star is only a few blocks beyond that.” The driver spoke in measured tones. “I 
still have the nail polish remover we used last week to get the gum off in case we 
encounter any more today.”

“Good thinking, Ron,” Jackie cooed in a breathless Marilyn Monroe voice. She 
knew being a star meant always being on, so she chose to interact with everyone, 
regardless of status, from behind her actress façade.  

“Rudy, ma’am.” 
“Of course,” she said. The car rumbled along, passing street after street, until 

it pulled up next to a city block full of buildings that had seen better days. Cheap 
souvenir stands, T-shirt shops, and adult book stores filled the lower levels of these 
buildings; once upon a time people here had patronized boutiques, fine clothing 
shops, and cafes. However, that was then and this was now. Jackie Cathcart’s star 
was located directly in front of the Tit-N-Tat adult novelty store and tattoo parlor.

The driver eased into an empty spot a few feet from where Jackie’s star was 
embedded into the sidewalk. After turning off the engine, he got out and went 
around to the passenger side of the car, opening the door and offering her his hand. 

“Well, here we are, ma’am,” Rudy said. “Miss Jackie Cathcart’s star on the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame.” 

As Jackie slid over the worn leather seat, she grasped for the driver’s hand. 
Seizing it, she took a moment before pulling herself out of the car, careful to make 
sure her white pleated skirt was smoothed out in back and not hiked up around 
her ass, which it had a tendency to do. Placing one of her sleek yellow pumps on 

the curb, Jackie, supported by Rudy, placed the other 
firmly on the dirty sidewalk and extended her body 
to its full 5’9” height. 

“Thank you, Randolph,” she said. Rudy bobbed 
his head. 

“Ma’am, I’ll grab the Brawny and the 409 from the trunk, just in case your star 
needs some attention.”

Jackie nodded and turned to face the direction of her star. Before she had a 
chance to take a step, a woman’s voice suddenly called out from behind her.

“Honey! Look who it is—it’s her! We just saw her on TV yesterday!” the female 
voice screeched.

Jackie turned around to see a large, moist woman grasping the hand of a 
sweaty little girl of about six or seven. The woman’s other hand clutched a purse 
and a red popsicle, both of which she waved wildly in Jackie’s direction.

“Oh Mommy! It is her—it really is!” the tiny child sang out, her face streaked 
with the pink residue of candy.

Jackie smiled and momentarily basked in the glow that public recognition 
brought her. Turner Classic Movies had been showcasing several of her films on its 
channel this past week, specifically the ones co-starring 
Redford. Jackie was touched that someone so young 
would find an interest in the work she had done all 
those years before.  The mother and her child, sweating from the hot summer day, 
stopped when they reached her. 

“You never see anybody who’s anybody here in Hollywood,” the woman said 
smiling, exposing several gaps where her teeth should be. “This must be what it was 
like in the old days, running into someone like you. Can we get an autograph?”

“Of course, dear.” Jackie turned her gaze towards the little girl. “And what is 
your name, sweetie?”

“Bonnie,” the girl replied smiling, revealing a tongue stained popsicle red.
“Yeah, her name’s Bonnie.” The mother moved in closer to Jackie, pulling a 

pen and a crumpled piece of paper out of her purse, all while juggling her melting 
popsicle. “Be sure and make it out to her, Bonnie, then go ahead and sign it 
Sheldon’s Meemaw. Me and Bonnie get a real kick out of it whenever that episode 
of The Bang comes on TV. Bazinga!”

Like the air being let out of a tire, Jackie’s posture suddenly deflated, her smile 
turning into a frown. They had recognized her from that thing—not from the large 
body of quality film work she had devoted herself to for close to fifty years. 

Four years ago, as a favor to her business manager Ernie, she had agreed to let 
his casting agent niece place her in a television episode of something called The Big 
Bang Theory. It was a onetime thing, playing the role of Sheldon Cooper’s maternal 
grandmother, Meemaw. Usually television was below Jackie’s talents, but Ernie had 
always been a loyal friend. Besides, she needed the extra money the role would 
bring; correcting plastic surgery mistakes wasn’t cheap. 

Jackie came to learn that once a television episode entered permanent 
syndication, it could be played over and over again, sometimes on several different 
channels at once. True, she liked getting the royalty checks that came from each 
airing, but Jackie loathed being recognized for work she considered beneath her. 
While it had brought her many new fans, they were usually rude and never seemed 
to care that she had been a major star before Big Bang came along. Jackie quickly 
signed the paper and shoved it back into the woman’s plump, sticky hands. 
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Rudy suddenly appeared at her side, took her left arm and guided her back 
towards her star, rescuing her from any further conversation with the sweaty 

mother and child.  
“That was just awful,” Jackie gasped. 
“Yes ma’am. I know how much you dislike being 

recognized for the lesser work you’ve been forced to 
do.” he said. Rudy lifted a finger to point. “That elderly 
gentleman standing by your star; he’s probably familiar 
with your film work.”

Jackie peered in the direction her driver was pointing. 
The man, hovering over her star, had his back to them, but with a head full of gray 
hair propped atop a pair of stooped shoulders, Jackie was certain this wasn’t going 
to be one of those obnoxious Big Bang fan encounters.

As they got closer, Jackie noticed liquid pooling around the man’s feet. 
Elizabeth Taylor used to brag that her fans were so dedicated, they would come 
and power wash her star. Was Jackie about to encounter a committed fan doing 
likewise? Her mood lightened considerably at the thought. However, the closer she 
got, the more certain she was that her star was not getting a cleaning treatment.

Walking beside her, Rudy suddenly paused.
“Oh no, ma’am. Maybe we don’t want to get any closer,” he said, grabbing 

Jackie’s arm in an effort to hold her back.
“What is it?” Jackie broke free from Rudy’s grasp, walking until she stood next 

to the gray-haired old man.
It was the stench that Jackie noticed first. It had probably been months since he 

had bathed. His hair was unkempt, long and matted. His clothing had seen better 
days. And from his unzipped pants spewed an unending stream of golden liquid. 

Jackie covered her nose with her hand and took in the sight. Oblivious to her 
presence, the homeless man, with a look of relief on his face, continued urinating on 
Jackie’s star.  

“You’re peeing on me!” Jackie’s sudden utterance caused the man to jump, 
which momentarily stopped the flow of yellow fluid.

Looking at her, he replied, “I am not.” The man’s breath was tainted with 
alcohol. “I’m peeing on the sidewalk,” he said confidently as he returned to hosing 
down the pavement.

Indignant, Jackie moved in closer, her finger extended as she pointed at the 
man. “You are defacing MY STAR! I am Jackie Cathcart, and you, sir, are urinating on 
my star!” She pressed on, offering an alternative. “Jane Fonda’s star is up the block. 
Go pee on her—she’s used to it!” 

Rudy stepped next to Jackie, pulling her back as he attempted to avoid the 
splatter of the advancing shower. 

Confused, the homeless man looked down. As if possessing a liquid 
pen, he carefully outlined in urine the letters of the star beneath him: 
R.O.B.E.R.T.R.E.D.F.O.R.D.  As the man looked up, his bladder release ceased for 
a moment.

 “You say you’re Jackie Cathcart?” The lingering quality of the man’s fetid breath 
caused Jackie to recoil. “I could swear I was peein’ on Robert Redford.” With that the 
man turned to face Jackie, restarting the flow of urine that had changed direction 
with him. “Now I’m peein’ on Jackie Cathcart!” The man tilted his head back and 
laughed as the steaming stream, glistening in soft golden tones from the sunlight, 
arched and fell directly onto the hem of Jackie’s crisp white pleated skirt. The fabric 
momentarily soaked up the urine before it trickled down Jackie’s leg and onto her 
polished leather pump, where it pooled onto the marble star and surrounding sidewalk.

Aghast, Jackie attempted to move out of the way, but stumbled backwards and 
lost her balance. Rudy tried to catch her but failed, and she landed with a thud and 
a splat dead center in the spreading puddle of piss.

The man was still laughing as he finished his performance, zipped up his pants, 
and sauntered away. Rudy got down on his knees to attend to Jackie.

“Jackie! Are you alright?” Rudy tried to pull Jackie up by her armpits in an 
attempt to make her more comfortable.

Physically shaken, her head dizzy with confusion, suddenly she didn’t 
understand where she was or why Rudy was there with her. She looked around at 
her surroundings, trying to make sense of the moment. 

“Rudy?” Jackie looked up. “Rudy,” she repeated, “Where are we?” Her 
bewilderment increased by the second.

Rudy’s voice was gentle as he kneeled down until he was face-to-face with her. 
“Jackie, you know you like to come and look at your star.”

Though not entirely clear what Rudy meant, Jackie surveyed 
the immediate area. On the concrete beneath 
where she sat, partially obscured by her 
soaking skirt, embedded brass lettering spelled 
out “ERT REDFORD”.

“Then why am I sitting on Redford’s star?” 
Memories, both cloudy and distinct flowed through Jackie’s mind. Once more she 
looked up at Rudy for an explanation.

Rudy paused. With one hand placed on Jackie’s upper back, he took her left 
hand in his, gently squeezing it before speaking. “Jackie, you think his star is yours. 
You insist we come down here and clean it every Thursday.”

Tears started to form in Jackie’s eyes. She didn’t understand why any of this was 
happening. “But where is mine?” She spoke hesitantly, again searching Rudy’s face 
for an answer.
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Rudy carefully grasped both of her hands in his, caressing them gently. He 
quietly stared at her for a moment before answering. 

“Mother,” his words were spoken softly and carefully. “You don’t have a star.  
  They never gave you one.”

With that Jackie collapsed into a heap, sobs racking 
her body as Rudy placed both arms gently around her.

 
Jackie, clad in pajamas, walked slowly out of the 

bathroom, carrying her damp clothes in a bundle. With 
her wig and makeup off she didn’t dare look in a mirror and was careful to avoid any 
she might come in contact with. She held out the bundle of clothes towards Rudy 
as he poured water from a bottle into a glass and held it out for her, along with 
several pills. 

“Mom, I’ll send your clothes out to get dry-cleaned tomorrow. Here, take these. 
They’ll help you calm down and get some rest,” he said.

Jackie, weary from the day’s events, dropped the pile of clothes at his feet and 
looked at her son before taking the glass and medicine he offered. “Do I always go 
to bed when it’s daylight out?” She didn’t wait for an answer, but continued on. 
“You know, you look more and more like your father every day,” She swallowed the 
pills, followed by the water, before handing the empty glass back to her son.

“Only you think that,” Rudy said as he set the glass down on the dresser. “Now 
those pills are pretty strong, so you’ll probably sleep until morning. Here, let me 
help you into bed.” He led his mother over to the bed, pulling back the quilted 
duvet and fluffing up the pillows before helping her climb into it.

“You need to get your rest. I called and made an appointment with the doctor 
for first thing in the morning.” Rudy tucked Jackie into the bed, smoothing out the 
sheets and duvet in the process.

“Is it Dr. Sam?” Jackie asked as she settled in, turning on her side to face Rudy.
“No, that’s the plastic surgeon. Tomorrow it’s Dr. Arturo. Remember him?” 

Rudy stood next to the bed and looked down at his mother.
“Which one is he again?” she asked.
“He’s the neurologist that specializes in Alzheimer’s,” he said, pausing briefly. 

“I’ve been taking you to see him for the last year and a half now.”
Jackie thought hard for a moment, reaching through the clouds in her mind 

until she remembered something.
“Is he the one with the nice receptionist who’s seen all my films?” she 

asked hopefully.

“That’s the one, Mom.” Smiling, Rudy turned and made his way to the bedroom 
door. Pausing a moment, he stared at his reflection in the antique mirror that hung 
above the ornate dresser. “I seriously doubt I’d win a Robert Redford look-alike 
contest Mom,” he said as he moved to the door, turning to face Jackie when he 
reached it. “I look more like you than him. Now get some sleep; tomorrow’s a 
busy day.”

“I will,” Jackie said. “Oh, ah . . .” Confusion set in as she searched for the right 
words to say. Trying to make sense of her thoughts she paused before continuing 
on. “You’re so nice to me, ah, um Rick . . .”

His face got serious. “Mother, it’s me, Rudy, your son,” he said gently. “Go to 
sleep now.” With that he turned off the light and closed the door.

The cloudiness in Jackie’s mind seemed to blanket all her thoughts, until at last 
a small bit of understanding began to reveal itself to her. With a smile she realized 
what moment she was in and settled down into the bed.

Tomorrow is a busy day indeed, Jackie thought to herself. The studio is sending 
a car around in the morning to make sure I get to the set on time. She curled up 
into a ball and made herself comfortable.

Rehearsing for two weeks with Annette and Frankie at the studio has been 
fine, but tomorrow is the first day we’ll be doing actual location filming in Malibu. 
Jackie’s eyes grew heavy with sleep. Why, it was just last month Mr. Zanuck himself 
called to let me know I’d be playing Annette’s best friend Candy in Beach Party. He 
said this was the first of several planned beach movies . . . Smiling, Jackie drifted off 
to sleep. Her Hollywood dreams were all coming true.
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Jeffrey Points • Stop Frame Animation
With this piece, I decided to use different styles of video 
to represent different realities. 

Jeffrey Points • Video
I decided to try and capture a bit of Spielberg and mix it with 
Fincher in this piece. I’ve always enjoyed the way they move 
the camera and thought I’d try and emulate it.

Nikki Hansen • Stop Frame Animation
This, my first stop frame animation, is the story of a lost 
sailor’s fantasy of a love that will never be.

Matthew Harmon • Stop Frame Animation
Creating a sense of large spaces and of time passing were the 
goals for this piece.

Matthew Harmon • Appropriate Video
Lying in bed sick. Little Bobby has dreams. He worries, 
all might not be what they seem. 

Shanna Schauss • Appropriation Video
I decided to try and capture a bit of Spielberg and mix it with 
Fincher in this piece. I’ve always enjoyed the way they move 
the camera and thought I’d try and emulate it.
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Julian Nelson • Silver Gelatin Print

I find analog photography to be tremendously rewarding, 
especially when the traditional processes inherent in 
the art form coincide with the contingencies of the 
photographic moment.

Sierra Arias-Nelson • Charcoal on Paper
I wanted to make up for all the pain I caused in 
my relationship, so I drew this for my fiance.

Brock Pardue • Silver Gelatin Print
Photography is a very unique way for people to 
see and interpret the world differently than what 
is seen on a day to day basis.

( )

( )
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Yayra Tamakloe •  Stoneware

I like to challenge myself. This piece is not in perfect synchrony, 

but it balances and compliments itself remarkably well. 

Tyhler Heniken • White Clay with Iron Oxide Wash
Originally I finished this piece without the cracks and 
mounds attached, but I decided to add these details so it 
would have more depth.

Nick Svilarich • Stoneware 
I fell in love with ceramics as a student at Clark. I’m always trying 

to make something new and learning from the many mistakes that 
come during the creative process. I often use heavy texture in my 

pieces that can get in the way of functionality.

Shannon Wonser • Porcelain
My work usually has some historical influences, 
which is shown in this piece with the aged, textured 
look in the glaze, as well as the geometric cutouts.
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Newlyweds, we discovered it.
Like us it was cheap, crude, unfinished.
We sanded and stained, ignoring rough edges.
And laughed as its long base mowed wide swaths
in our grass-green carpet.

Soothed by the rhythm of its motion,
newborns nursed and slept.
Its creaking played counterpoint
to the melody of gentle lullabies.

Babies grown, seat rubbed smooth
by robes and ragged blue jeans,
the rocker served other purposes.
Tipped, it became a boulder
where rustlers ambushed cowboys.
Upturned, a frontier fort or medieval castle
or jail for the bad guy dressed in pink overalls.

When did our old friend become an eyesore?
Strange how our seat of comfort
grew stiff and unyielding, ugly and old.
Its squawks drowned out fresh voices.
Other chairs drew us with fabric and fluff.
The rocker stood silenced by neglect --
a hard monument to hard times.

A family without heirlooms, 
we do not treasure tired relics.
The battered rocker gave way
to respectable furniture -- matching, quiet. 

But on restless nights, I recall the rhythmic groan
which lulled both mother and child to sleep.
I imagine high-pitched laughter and curious green eyes
peering from behind wooden ribs.
And I wonder what became of my old rocker.

Phynni Hedberg • Oil on CanvasThis piece is of my daughter’s beloved pooh bear. I wanted to show how well loved he is by giving him a worn appearance.

Kristina Payne • Ceramic
This idea came to me while trying 
to fulfill the class requirement of 
creating cup sets. 

by June Williams
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Harumi Marshall • Ceramics
These projects provided opportunities for 
creative expression. The water buffalo was 
an historical emulation assignment done 
using the coil method. The plates and 
vases allowed for glaze experimentation. 
The waterfowl was created from pieces of 
leftover clay.
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Katie Collins • Ceramic
I wanted the parts to be vessels that 
could stand alone, however when 
combined create a bigger picture.

Mikayla Sieck • Stoneware
This was one of my first experiments 
with contrasting glazes and their 
relationship with each other. 

Julli Krishcko • Ceramic
The leaves and handle were hand 
assembled. Multiple layers of glazing 
were brushed on. 
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As Jack Frost nips at more
Her face darkens and dies.

Gravity grapples with her body,
And she succumbs to its strength.

Usually, she has a defense against assailants;
Her swords stab and reap red.

But as her spine shivers, she shuts down:
No more sustenance for her busy children

Who soar through the sky, humming lightly,
Gathering the golden love she weeps

While she beholds the beauty of her waking season.
Her children leave her

Just as she shall leave this world,
Only to live again

When she wakes from her hibernation
To produce her golden tears

And fill the air with her sweet scent.

I was inspired to make this piece by a unique rock that 
was given to me by my host parents while in Germany. 

I used a dragon fruit as my inspiration. I sought to 
emphasize the smoothness of the peel, contrasted with the 
sharp, jagged textures of the leaves.

Kari Allred • Ceramic

Hannah Morrison • Ceramic

by Bryan Weaver
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Jennifer Avens • Digital Photography
Inspired by a music video, I was in a studio with 2- 25 lb bags of flour, a model and an 
assistant. 6 hours of shooting and 3 hours of cleaning and this was the end result. 

Rose Goedecke • Vector Illustration
I was inspired by the idea of a dark background; I wanted to use a 
repetitive pattern similar to one I also create often when drawing.
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Clark College instructor Damien Gilley is an award-
winning artist specializing in large-scale, abstract installations done primarily in tape. 
His work has been shown across the globe from Sweden to New York to our own 
Portland airport. I met Damien in his classroom for a discussion where he opened up 
about his experiences. I asked him about his process and what he meant to convey 
with his surreal and “economical” pieces. As I had hoped, his answers intrigued me.

Anna: I understand you went to college in Las Vegas. How did that environment 
influence your art and your outlook on the world, and how did you end up in 
Portland?
Damien: Vegas is weird. Vegas is particular. I think it’s one of the fakest cities in 
the world. If you’re interested in this idea of creating facsimiles or simulations of 
reality in any way, Vegas is all of a sudden hilarious. It’s a nice metaphor for illusions. 
They look good at first, but the more you look at them you realize they are really 
simple or silly or not well made. That directly relates to my work and to how 
illusions can be fallible.
As for Portland, I didn’t move up here for art. I moved up here to live. Vegas was 
not a place I would ever want to live. I was only there for the three years it took 
to get my bachelor’s. It’s the complete opposite of up here. I visited Portland, and 
I was unlucky because I visited in the summer and thought, “Yes!” So as soon as I 
graduated, I was gone. I moved right up here.

Anna: Was there a specific moment you can remember when you decided to 
become an artist or did it happen more organically?
Damien: There wasn’t any specific time when I chose to become an artist. I 
remember being creative as a kid, but I actually studied humanities in college. That’s 
creative too because you have to write ideas and theses, but it’s not visual. After my 

first degree, I ended up going back to school for art. I wanted to play in the world of 
creativity.
But there was one moment that was important. I was leaving a job to go on a big 
trip to India, and I was trying to open doors for whatever I’d try to do after that. 
I was sitting there thinking, “Man, what could I do? I want to do something that 
interests me conceptually, something that can evolve over time, something I can do 
forever.” I felt like writing philosophy was too hard to make a living at, and I thought, 
“Well why don’t I do something visual? It wraps up all my interests into one. Make 
art. I’m going to go back and revisit art in a formal way and get a degree.” That’s all it 
took. It took a moment to realize what I liked and what I wanted to put my energy 
into in my life–thinking and visual culture.

Anna: Did the art that you do form when you were taking classes and getting a 
feel for your interests in art?
Damien: I had ideas of things I was interested in, and those were phenomenal 
experiences. They would come about in different ways as I was learning art 
mediums. I would do drawings that have no relation to what I do now, but I was 
experimenting. A lot of people don’t understand that. Students, you should do 
whatever you can right now in the two or four years of your studies. That won’t be 
what you end up doing, but it’ll help form you. You should fail. You should mess up, 
and you should try new things you didn’t think were interesting. Then you might 
find something you like even though you were like, “Well, I said I’d never make a 
video.” Make it, or else you’ll never know.

Anna: Your work seems to heavily emphasize linear elements and the use of 
perspective to create illusory spaces. Was that your interest when you first got into 
art? How did you get into using tape as a medium?
Damien: Originally, I was interested in trying to capture the phenomenal 
experience of moving through space, especially in urban areas. Trying to capture 
multi-temporal experiences–two experiences of time at once. So if you’re walking 
down one street this way and one street that way, how can you collapse both 
of those into one? It’s impossible to do until we put it into a piece of art. I try to 
create perceptual events that happen to capture multi-temporal experiences. I’ve 
simplified the forms when I draw. I consider them super-simplified at this point– 
down to the bare structures, like blueprints, how they interlace, intersect, and 
combine. I think that captures the multi-temporal. 
And tape naturally resembles those structures. With tape, it is easy to draw a 
straight line. And it’s fast. I deal with large works. I wanted to work on a size that 
almost felt real, on a human scale. Once you deal with that, you’ve got to choose 
something that let’s you work economically, both for supplies and time. I just can’t

by Anna Leady
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paint all that. The first time I used tape for a show, I was able to do a huge drawing 
in three days. My big realization of the word economy comes into play even 
conceptually for me. How much can you convey with one mark? Tape is a super-
simple, common material. Put it on the wall, and all of a sudden, you get this 
beautiful, weird image that pushes your limits of understanding. So my forms are 
economical, and the materials are economical, but the visual effect isn’t economical. 
It’s powerful. That’s the idea.

Anna: In your work, you tend to be more on the abstract side. Even the 
installations you create that look like a setting have a surreal twist to them. What 
causes you to gravitate towards abstract art over realism?
Damien: I think abstract art allows the viewer to use their imagination. It lets the 
viewer become the owner of the idea. I think that’s where power is, when you allow 
people to find their own meanings. A didactic approach is showing me a picture of 
exactly what you want. Where’s the mystery in that? Where’s the moment of my 
discovery? That’s why I gravitate towards abstraction. I find it a fine balance. My 
work isn’t purely abstract. You can recognize some things in there. There might be 
simplified drawings of a sign or a bench or a tree. They’re there, but only in gestures 
of them. It allows for some visual phenomenon to take hold.

Anna: It seems that your work often depends on the setup space as much as what 
you do with it, and I’ve been interested to know how you decide on what to do with 
the space you have. Where do you start when you’re working on something?
Damien: If it’s a site-specific location, I have to visit it, because it’s going to drive 
what kind of show I do. If it’s a small space, I can’t do the bigger drawings. When 
you’re too close to them, they don’t work. They look like tape on the wall. But if 
they’re in a big place, then maybe tape isn’t enough, and I need sculptural elements 
to help integrate the depth or the entire space. Sometimes you need sculptural 
elements. Sometimes you need it to be flat, but it’s usually based off the space.

I try to predict where I want the viewer to 
stand for the ideal image and take photos 
from that spot. I’ll draw on that photo in the 
computer, and then I’ll come back to the 
site with the finished image of my drawings 
and project it back into that same space and 
draw with tape or paint or whatever medium 
is chosen.
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Anna: Do you prefer spaces that have a lot of angles and corners to play with or 
do you like a flat surface that you can make your own?
Damien: I like both, but the corners are especially interesting with my work. Any  
 time I’m working with facades, there’s potential. When you’re moving and 

walking around to view it, the work changes. 
It warps with the perspective of the wall, 
which is strong given the linear, structural 
designs.

Anna: You’ve had shows in a few types 
of venues. When you’re setting up an 
installation, how do you try to engage your 

audience with the work? Do you take into account the type of people who are likely 
to see it?
Damien: It’s procedural. With a gallery, anyone who wants can go in. I wouldn’t 
guide it to specific brains. I guide it to a perceptual brain. Anyone can connect with 
it because it’s a visual phenomenon. If they want to connect with it conceptually, 
then they can read about it or read into the visual themes and see what’s happening.
I honestly don’t discriminate between viewers. For instance, in the airport, people 
are moving, and they don’t have a lot of time to experience an art piece. So what 
do I give them? I will sometimes do something that can be experienced a little 
quicker. The goal is to engage the audience, hook them in somehow. And I try to do 
it through visual discovery, making you look twice at something because it looks a 
little odd, like it shouldn’t be there, like a floating box–like in the case of the airport.

Anna: How did you end up doing work for the Portland airport?
Damien: Accidentally meeting the curator. We were on a panel that chooses 
whom to give money to when they’re applying for grants. She curated big spaces, 
and I work with big spaces. Usually their response is, “Oh boy, I’m going to get 
pitched by some random dude.” I gave her my name and said, “Here, look this up.” 
Show the picture, and get them to like it. If you do, maybe you’ll be lucky enough to 
get a little funding to make it happen. I’d say half the time the dominoes don’t fall in 
your favor, but when they do, it works.

Damien Gilley • Installation
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Anne Murray • Digital Photography
I am often drawn to places that whisper a story. A 
structure beat up by time, nature or circumstance. 

Lindsey Norberg • Digital Photography
Looking for angles in the skyline, I wanted to see parts 
of the city many don’t notice. 
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Lauren Pucci • Watercolor on Paper
I wanted to focus on what individual leaves look like. I tried to 
capture their intricate patterns, colors, and stages of life.

Katherine Adams • Acrylic on Canvas
I have been creative all of my life, but as an older student, I 
find that my need to be more professional and intentional 
are a necessity. I haven’t found many students who pursue 
landscapes and this gives me a sense of individuality.
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The first poem was a dud, and he set it aside. The second was worse. Adair was 
in the middle of the third when a gust blew his rejects off the bench. For a moment 
he intended to chase after them, but as he rose he thought better of it. No one who 
happened across a few stray pages in the park would ever know who had penned 
them anyway, so he sat back down and returned to his third poem. Or at least tried 
to, but the hand that grabbed him by the collar and yanked him to his feet was a bit 
distracting.

“Hey!” A young woman snapped. “Don’t leave your trash everywhere. Pick that 
crap up.”

She was shorter than Adair (most people were). But from the clenched 
arm gripping him, Adair could also see she had significantly more muscle (also 
common). There was no good reason Adair could see to argue.

He grabbed a page that hadn’t flown far, then had to chase after the other. The 
woman watched, blue eyes following him through a mess of orange hair.

Adair could feel his legs shaking when he sat back down. As such, he felt 
justified to glare at the woman, who sneered in return.

“Don’t give me that look, Litterbug. A lot of people use this park. Don’t go 
dirtying it up for them.”

“Well aren’t you righteous?”
The woman scoffed and left.

Two days later the urge to write returned, and Adair coaxed his cousin Edgar 
into taking him back to the park.

“I can’t leave work to come and get you,” Edgar said. 
“I brought a lunch.” Adair produced food from his bag to prove it. “I’ll be fine. I 

want to enjoy the outdoors while I can.”

Edgar grimaced. “Alright. But if you encounter any trouble. . . ”
“I’ll still be alive when you get back, Edgar.”
Edgar’s mouth tightened into a flat line, and he studied Adair for any obvious 

problems. When he found none, he reluctantly patted his cousin on the shoulder 
and left.

Adair waited until Edgar was out of sight, checked his watch, and set to work. 
Eight and a half hours was more than enough time to come up with something 
decent. 

At some point his writing turned into scribbles. Then doodles. And finally he 
was trying to draw the foliage. Art wasn’t something he had much practice with, 
and his attempt at recreating the view looked like a bad cartoon, but it kept him 
occupied. When he got hungry he pulled his lunch out. A couple sandwiches and 
a roll saturated with honey. He ate with one hand and worked on his drawing with 
the other.

He was licking honey off his fingers when a shadow fell over him.
“Hope you aren’t an art student.”
Adair flipped the drawing over and looked back to see Ms. Righteous standing 

behind him.
“Oh.” Adair rolled his eyes. “It’s you.” 
“No need to sound so excited, Litterbug,” Righteous said. “You just get hired 

around here? If you’re here often, you’d better not leave your crap everywhere.”
Having had no desire to chase his papers around again, Adair had tucked the 

rejects back into his bag, and he lifted it to show Righteous this. He regretted doing 
so almost immediately, as the honey on his fingers stuck to the bag.

Righteous snickered watching the fabric slowly separate from Adair’s hand. In 
retaliation, Adair patted Righteous’s arm and left 
sticky fingerprints there as well.

“This had better wash off.”
“It’s only honey. It will come off easy,” he said.
“Correction. It’s honey and your saliva, 

Honeybug. I will tell your boss if you keep making 
trouble.”

Righteous indeed. Or maybe just a brat who went and complained to a 
stranger’s boss about litter and honey? 

“You must be popular with the co-workers.”
“Hilarious,” she said. “I bet your boss loves you, wasteful thing that you are. 

How do you go through this much paper so fast?”
Before Adair could stop her, Righteous grabbed one of the reject poems from 

his bag and unwadded it.

by Anna Leady
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He took a deep breath and looked straight ahead, trying to think about anything 
but what just happened. Righteous read it quietly, then said, “This is bad. Tacky.”

“Thanks.”
“You don’t plan to make a living off this, do you?”
“It’s a hobby. I’m not trying to be good. I just like writing them.”

“That why’d you toss ‘em all?” Righteous plucked 
two more from the bag, reading them as well. Once she 
was done she returned two of the three. “I like this one.”

Adair glanced at the poem. The numerous wrinkles 
indicated that it was one he had no intentions of keeping. “Then take it, and go 
back to—I don’t know— whatever you usually do.”

“I usually hang out here during break,” Righteous said. “Hey, when do you get 
off of work? I pass this way going home, so I could bring you something in exchange 
for the poem.”

If she was coming by anyway, there was no sense in avoiding it. He was trapped 
in the park until dinner time. “I’m sure I’ll be here.”

“If you say so.” Righteous folded the paper up and slipped it into her pocket. 
“See you then.”

Righteous came back that afternoon. Caught up in another poem, Adair didn’t 
see her until he heard a soft clank by his side. His eyes went to the travel mug now 
beside him, and he picked it up and admired it before turning to thank Righteous, 
but saw that she had gone right on walking.

It wasn’t until later the night when Edgar washed the mug that they found it 
was full of honey straws.

Adair started writing more often, not just when the mood struck. It would 
have been nice to know which poem Righteous liked, but he hadn’t looked closely, 
so he wrote about anything in the hopes that something would strike a chord.

Come Monday, Adair begged Edgar to take him to the park again. He’d picked 
the best of his work from the weekend to bring, along with a lunch that included 
one of the honey straws from Righteous and some tea in the travel mug. Whenever 
he heard footsteps Adair would glance up, and each time it wasn’t Righteous, he 
would check his watch to see how close it was to the lunch hour. Half past noon he 
was about to abandon hope when someone’s footsteps stopped right beside him.

Automatically, he turned his latest work over before looking up to see who was 
there. Righteous stood over him, regarding the mug with curiosity.

“Good afternoon,” he said.

She grunted and sat down beside Adair. “There’s no pattern to when you come, 
is there?”

“I’m here when I can make it,” he said. It was true enough. Since the park wasn’t 
directly in front of his house, he could only come when Edgar helped him with the 
trip. Though now that he’d phrased it that way, Adair felt like it would be a lie if he 
didn’t try to make it more often. 

“Does it get busy where you work?” Righteous asked.
Adair didn’t have a good response for that. Admitting that he didn’t work 

might lead to explaining why a twenty-something was killing time at the park 
instead of making something of himself.

When it became obvious he wasn’t going to answer, Righteous changed the 
subject, “You liked the mug?”

Adair nodded. 
“And it looks like you’re writing again,” Righteous said, rubbing her neck.
Adair smiled. “You’re free to go through them, if you want. But I have to warn 

you, most of them are bad.”
“Least they’re not all crumpled up this time,” Righteous said, pulling the small pile 

from Adair’s bag. She set them on her lap, started to flip through, then paused and 
laughed. “No way you did all this over break. Were you holding onto extras for me?”

Adair blushed and mumbled something akin to words.
Righteous chuckled. “Aw. How sweet.”
Rather than save face, Adair flipped the poem he was working on back over 

and resumed writing. Between lines, he peaked over at Righteous, making sure her 
attention was on the finished poems and not him.

“Can I take these?” Righteous finally asked. 
Adair leaned over and looked at the three Righteous had selected. No pattern 

between them. “Sure. They’re yours. Free of charge.”
“You sure? Good. I can only buy so many 

knick-knacks for you.” Righteous folded and 
pocketed them. “Whaddaya usually do with these?”

Burn them. Shred them. Wad them up and run 
them under water before throwing them away.  “I just shove them into a drawer.”

“You mind if I keep taking my pick, then?”
“Go for it.”

 
“Are you seeing anyone?” Adair asked one evening. 
“Why?” Righteous asked.
“Just tell me.”
“No. You?”
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“Not anymore,” Adair told her. “She wasn’t interested in getting close.”
“That’s too bad. You still friends?”
“I haven’t heard from her since we split up. Haven’t heard from any of my old 

friends, really. What about us? Do you think we have a good connection?”
Righteous paused a moment before chuckling. “Really, Honeybug? Well, I enjoy 

your company, but I don’t know your name.”
“You don’t? Well, if you want to know, you should ask. Where did that 

nickname come from anyway?”
That earned a laugh, as they both reminisced about their second meeting, 

details like real names seemingly forgotten. Adair preferred it that way. There wasn’t 
enough time for anything real, but the precursor to something felt nice. 

Maybe, if they’d met earlier, he and Righteous could have been a real couple. 
She was fun enough. They could use nicknames because they had cute nicknames, 
not because they lacked names. They might go to a fair in the summer and watch 
fireworks, and get into petty fights, then stay up late worrying about it and call the 
next morning anxious to make up.

He couldn’t have any of that. So he was fine without knowing Righteous’s 
name. It wouldn’t be right to try and start a real relationship, but he could pretend.

 
Righteous brought her own poem one day. It was awful, and she’d admitted to 

scribbling it out at work to give him in exchange for his daily offering. Adair had yet 
to admit to writing specifically for her too.

At her insistence, he let her read the poem to him, and was laughing at a 
particularly cheesy line when Edgar suddenly approached and sat down between 

the two of them.
“Sorry to break things up, but we need to get 

you home,” he told Adair.
Adair froze, then forced a smile. He’d been trying so hard to keep Righteous 

from noticing.
“Hey.” Righteous grabbed Edgar by the chin and forced him to face her. “You 

don’t interrupt people like that you son of a—”
“Edgar,” Adair interrupted, “Could you wait a minute?”
Edgar squirmed out of Righteous’s grip, looked over at Adair, then back at 

Righteous and stood and moved a few feet away.
“Forget it.” Righteous folded the poem and passed it to Adair before turning to 

Edgar. “You his ride?”
“I’m his cousin,” Edgar said. “We only live a few blocks away.”
“Ah. Must be nice, having work nearby.”

 “Well, it was nice talking with you,” Adair said before Righteous could make 
too much of Edgar’s bafflement. “I’ll see you Monday?”

“Oh. Yeah. . .” Righteous stood. “Monday.”
Edgar had the sense to wait until Righteous 

was gone before going to Adair’s side and helping 
him to his feet. 

“Sorry.”
“I should have said something about her.”
“I should have guessed. You aren’t serious about her, are you?”
Adair laughed. “I wish I could be.”
 

Edgar stopped nagging him for going out, and Adair spent the rest of autumn 
at the park. But as soon as it began to snow, Edgar put his foot down. He wasn’t 
going to leave Adair out in the cold all day and that was that. 

It didn’t feel right to stop seeing her with no warning. So several days after 
the first snowfall, once Edgar had left for work, Adair set out on his own for the 
park. Stopping to rest when he needed to, he made it there just in time for lunch. 
He’d even steadied his breathing by the time she arrived and was trying to look 
nonchalant as he sipped on warm soup he’d packed for himself.

 “Wondered if you weren’t showing up anymore,” Righteous said when she 
finally arrived. “Was gonna start going to the different stores and fast food places 
around the park to see which one you work at.”

This might have been a good time to come clean and admit he wasn’t 
employed at all. Instead, Adair said, “I probably won’t be out as much.”

“Damn. Well, we should make these meet-ups count.”
She had brought hot chocolate for both of them, despite not knowing he 

would be there, and passed one to Adair.
 “I didn’t bring any poems today,” Adair said as he took the cup. “I’ll make sure 

to have one the next time I come by here.”
 “That’s alright,” Righteous said. “We can just talk.”
 Adair glanced at his watch. “How long is your break?”
“It ended. I’ll tell my boss something happened. I wanna finish my cocoa.”
“That’s not the mark of a model worker.”
“I’m trying this thing now where I stress less about the rules. Enjoy being around 

people and whatever. It’s kinda nice.” She took a sip of her cocoa, then turned to 
Adair and said, “Hey, if you really wanna give me a poem, let’s meet again before 
Christmas. How’s the 23rd?”

Adair didn’t want to lie, so he smiled and said, “If I can come, I will.”
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Two weeks after Adair snuck out in the snow, he woke and found that it was 
dizzying to sit upright. He struggled over to his desk and ignored the way the room 
rocked as he wrote the poem he’d promised Righteous. 

On the way to the hospital, he had Edgar take him past the park and help tape 
the poem to the bench. 

“It’s been a while since that grey-haired 
man’s shown up.” The comment from the 
girl working the other cash register surprised 

Sabrina. She hadn’t realized any of her co-workers saw her sitting with Honeybug.
“How old is he, anyway? I mean. . .his hair. . .”
“I think he dyes it,” Sabrina said, rather than admit that she didn’t know 

Honeybug’s age. She’d judged it to be near hers, but the grey hair did make him 
look older. “He never came every day. Plus it’s cold out now. He might be 
keeping indoors.”

The employee break room wasn’t the most pleasant environment for her, 
having complained to the manager one or two or ten too many times about 
co-workers. So she continued checking to see if Honeybug had come. After a few 
fruitless weeks, she went to one or two of the local businesses each day asking 
about him, but once she’d run out of potential work places to look, she stuck to 
wandering the park and wondering if he might be running late.

By spring Sabrina had all but given up. She’d hoped Honeybug might return 
once the snow melted, but there was no sign of him. She even went to all the local 
stores again asking. She was so eager to find him that she kept telling herself she had 
time to check one more building but returned to work late enough for her manager 
to take her name tag and ask that she clean out her locker.

She hadn’t stored much at work. Just her lunch, her off duty-clothes, and a 
book of poems that was supposed to have been a Christmas present. She had 
no idea what Honeybug’s tastes were, but there were bees on the cover so it had 
seemed like as good a collection as any.

The plan had been to give him as many poems as she’d taken. It had become 
obvious that he was bringing them for her, and she’d meant to ask him out if he’d 
shown up. They might have done something for New Years.

Without realizing it, she ended up at his bench. When she noticed, she laughed 
to herself. She was going mad. She only knew him a few months. 

But it was strange that he’d been there so often. She never saw him come or 
go, and he rarely got up. Curious as to what he’d liked about the place, she scooted 
over to his side, and as she was moving felt her hands brush against plastic through 
the beams of the bench.

Reaching down, she tore off a bag that had been taped to the bench’s 
underside. Through the plastic, she could see an envelope with the words sorry for 
littering scribbled on it in familiar handwriting.

Her heartbeat picked up. Something from Honeybug? 
Sabrina tore open the envelope and read the promised poem. It was titled 

“Farewell” and signed “Anonymous” even though it had been obvious who wrote 
it. Damn him. If he was going to say goodbye, he should have signed his name like 
a normal person. She crumpled the poem up and tossed it across the path, but 
watching it roll in the wind reminded her of the poems she’d made Honeybug 
chase. When trying to ignore the memory failed, she got up and recovered it, 
shoving the wad of paper into her pocket.

Well, she’d already checked every business in the area. But that man who 
picked him up had mentioned that they lived close by. She had plenty of time now 
to track Honeybug down and demand an explanation.
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Trenelle Doyle • Digital Photography
I asked my subjects to give me a visual explanation of how they felt they were 
perceived by the public. Next I asked them to show me who they were. The last 
image allows the observer to decide.
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Rodrigo Valenzuela and Clark College Art Students • Installation
This page: Drawing students work in collaboration with visiting artist Rodrigo Valenzuela to create 
a charcoal drawing from his projected landscape. Opposite: Under Rodrigo’s direction, ceramics 
students create a collection of unfired tools for the installation. At far left some glazed tools 
subsequently completed by students.
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I sit before the class and say a mantra for anxiety, for peace

to a wall of twelve ladies and one man in chairs

with slightly different white socks.

Their assorted faces remain silently wrinkled,

and I chant on, despite cloudiness through windows

or the precipitating doubt in my belly. 
 

Jason Belmore • 16 Gauge Steel

I wanted a complex design piece to challenge me 

and make the observer wonder how fluid bends and 

plane changes were made.

Trisha Bottemiller • Handbuilt EarthenwareThis piece stemmed from the idea of organic material being reflected in the female form. It pays homage to the Slavic Neolithic tribal totems of voluptuous goddess figures representing fertility and bounty. I was inspired to make this piece by the research and findings of archaeologist Marija Gimbutas.

by Terri Dudek
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Brittany Koontz • Silver Gelatin Print
My inspiration was drawn from my dream processes, 
and how thoughts get twisted and layered when the 
brain isn’t conscious.

Hogan Coverdale • Digital Photography

My father was an important figure in my life 

for a long time, but his vices lead to him dying 

when I was a freshman in high school.

Garry Bastian • Silver Gelatin Print
Caitlin [Mary Smith] sings jazz and blues music exquisitely; I was  
inspired by her music and wanted to take pictures that reflected her  
favorite styles. 
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Gawking at that two-story house, tension in my neck seeped into my 
shoulders. What I wouldn’t give for instant relief from a bitter-coated tablet. 
Quickly, I dismissed that idea. He had caused me to go down that path once before. 
I wouldn’t let him do that again. Maybe this was a sign that I wasn’t ready to be 
back. I still wanted to hate him. To hate everything he stood for. Still, I suppose 
when your father dies, you’re supposed to go to his funeral. You’re supposed to let 
strangers pay their respects. So there I would be, standing silently by while everyone 
around me offered kind words about that monster.

It was the first time in over ten years that I had come unaccompanied. While 
he was alive,  I never returned home without someone by my side: a friend, a 
boyfriend. It made no difference, so long as they were male. My father put on the 
best of faces around the all-American bred male. Yet, standing here now, I regretted 
my decision. I didn’t know if I was strong enough to be here without a protector.

Before I had the chance to knock, my mother opened the door as if she had 
been watching out the peephole, awaiting my arrival. The immediate burst of AC 
was a nice change from Florida’s oppressive March heat.

My mother looked like she had aged a couple decades since I had last seen her. 
Her black hair faded to grey. 

“My little Cece.” Mom opened her arms and wrapped them around my body. 
Returning her embrace, I felt oddly uncomfortable. She grabbed my shoulders and 
gave me a once over. “I am so glad you made it. He would be too.”

I ignored her comment, smiling to hide the fear. She was right of course. 
My father would be happy that I had returned, although not in the way my 
mother imagined.

Mom led the way through the long, narrow hallway to the back of the house 
where it opened to a large family room and adjoining  kitchen. 

“You’ve had a long flight; can I get you something to eat?”  she asked, stepping 
behind the counter.

“Actually mom, I’m pretty tired. I think I’d like to rest for a bit.”
“Of course. The room’s all ready for you.” She gave me one more squeeze. “He 

was hoping that you would come,” she whispered in my ear. “He was hoping we’d 
have each other during this time.” Her voice quivered. And for a moment, I just held 
her. God, how I missed her. Despite everything, I still was desperate for her comfort.

I gave her a smile before heading down the hall, my body stiffening as I reached 
the staircase. Staring up, I couldn’t make myself move another inch.

As a teenager, I had feared what would happen once I reached the top of 
those stairs. I would tread sluggishly, taking each step with particular stride. Each 
night I would get ready for bed, and every night I would crawl under the warmth 
of my covers only to find my body trembling. I didn’t know which nights I would 
be allowed solitude and which I would be forced to endure his company. The man 
played two different roles in his life. The first was that of the church-going Baptist 
who gave his time and money to the church. “A pillar of light in an otherwise dark 
world,” as the pastor liked to put it. But, he had everyone fooled. Even my own 
mother. Or maybe he didn’t. Maybe denial was just her best friend.

The second role he played only for me. It was our little secret. The nights that 
he came to my room, he would quietly knock as if I had a choice on whether or not 
I would let him in. Without permission, he would peek his head through the door. 
His smile, so alluring to everyone else, yet so terrifying to me. All I saw was a man 
who desired to be in control, and I was the one thing he knew he could control.

I shuddered at the past, and forced myself back into the present. He was gone. 
He could not hurt me anymore. 

At the top of the stairs, I turned left and 
to the door that still held the pink and purple 
letters spelling my name. I thought back to the 
day Mom came home with the wooden letters 
and paints. I was so excited to finish them that I nearly forgot to paint the A. Once 
they were on the door, it felt even more like my room than before. It was my place, 
my sanctuary.

Everything was as it had been. Light cascaded through the blinds. My canopy 
bed with its rose patterned bedspread was still on the far side of the wall. I scanned 
pictures taped to a full-length mirror. It was cluttered with photos of high school 
friends. There I was, hiding my truest emotions behind a bad perm. My brown 
eyes glossed over, and a feeling of despair washed over me. He had taken away my 
childhood. Precious moments in my life that I would never have a second chance at. 

by Beth Means
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For me, pictures did not conjure up comfort and nostalgia. They only created more 
pain and hatred. 

 
Lying on my back, covers up to my chin, my mind was restless with memories, 

and it wandered back to that first night. The night that forever changed my outlook 
on humanity. My outlook on a God. I had just turned thirteen when I received the 
first knock. It was after eleven, and Mom must have been asleep because the hall 
light was out. My father had been at a church meeting when I had gone to bed, and 
I assumed he had just gotten in and was coming to kiss me goodnight.

“Celina,” he gently shook my arm until my eyes half opened.
“Yeah?” I mumbled. It wasn’t until he pulled the covers down, exposing my legs, 

that I began to question him. “What is it?” I asked, hoping for a quick answer.
“I was in the sanctuary tonight when God spoke to me. He reminded me 

that you are nearly a woman, and as such it is my job to prepare you for your 
future spouse.”

I didn’t understand what he was saying, but in that moment I was terrified.
“No, Daddy. Please.” I remember my voice pleading with him as he touched me.
“My sweet girl. Do not forget the rules that God has placed before you. It is 

your duty to honor me.”
Duty to honor me brought me back to the present, and I yanked the sheets off 

my body and sprang from the mattress. I couldn’t be there. Not in the same sheets. 
Every inch of me needed to be scrubbed with soap and a brillo pad.

I ran through the darkness to the bathroom and flipped on the lights. I turned 
on the faucet and filled my hands with the cool water. Splashing it over my face, I 
envisioned the water clearing away all of my troubles. Unfortunately, I was not 
so lucky.  

I had been so stupid back then. My father had me convinced that if I didn’t do 
as he said then I would be damned to hell. And 
why shouldn’t I have believed him? I saw how 
others treated and respected him. I couldn’t help 
but think he was right.

On the counter behind the sink, I noticed the 
pill container. Valium. I picked up the bottle. It was made out to mom. Dammit. 
What were those pills doing in here? Mom couldn’t have known. I had never told her.

My eyes wouldn’t budge from the bottle, and the longer I stared, the more my 
mouth watered with hunger. Was I shaking? It felt as though my whole body was 
rocking back and forth. Biting my lower lip, I welcomed the pain, tasting the sharp 
iron. I needed that. A sense to bring me back to the present.

I swallowed back the saliva, my palms sweaty with desire for the contents 
inside. He was doing this. I knew he was. Even from the grave, my father had the 
control. And suddenly, the need to push my memories away, if only for a few hours, 
took precedence over everything else.

“Two years, four months, and twenty-three days,” I muttered, trying to hold 
on to my sobriety. The numbers turned around 
in my head, pounding against my temples and 
debilitating my focus. The old terror and cravings 
returned, but the girl in the mirror stared back, 
beautiful and strong. The exact opposite of the 
bony, stringy haired mess I was two years ago.

As I ran my fingers along the surface of the bottle, my tastebuds danced at the 
memory of the bitter coating. Yet, I knew that if I gave into them, I would lose, and 
the fight was all I had left. Placing the bottle on the counter like it was a triggered 
explosive, a pain shot through my chest and a knot formed beneath my stomach, 
yearning for the container.

Shutting my eyes, I took a breath. It didn’t subdue my cravings, but it did make 
the resistance more bearable.

I couldn’t stay there a moment longer. Not if I had any hope of staying clean. I 
sprinted down the stairs. 

In the kitchen, I splashed cool water over my face, trying to forget what I had 
just seen. It helped, if only for a moment, but that was all the time I needed. 

Sitting on the couch, I thought to where I was three years back. Practically 
homeless, just waiting for the next high. It was the only thing that could help me 
forget. The only thing I thought I needed.  

 

I awoke  to slamming cupboards. Mom must not have seen me asleep on the 
couch. She was rushing around the kitchen, pulling out eggs, milk, and spices.

“What are you making?”
She jumped and turned around, startled to see me.
“Oh, honey, I didn’t see you there; I’m sorry if I woke you. Why are you on 

the couch?”
“Came down for some water,” I said. “Must have dosed off.”
“Well,” she smiled “I’m making us a big breakfast. It’s not often that I get you 

here. Despite the circumstances, I need to take advantage of having you here.”
“You can stop with the guilt trip,” I sighed. “You know things are—” I paused, 

attempting to find the most adequate word, “—complicated for me right now. 
Work doesn’t really allow me much time for myself.”
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Mom rolled her eyes. “Please Celina. If you’re going to make excuses then you 
better come up with a more convincing one; work hasn’t kept you busy for the 
better part of a decade.”

She had me there. “I visit,” I replied defensively, “and I’m here now. Can I help 
with breakfast?” My attempt to change the subject only deepened my mom’s 
confused frown.

“I’m just wondering why you moved 3000 miles away the moment you turned 
eighteen; you’ve never really told us why.”

“Sure I did.” I bit my lower lip, feeling the scab of last 
night’s predicament. “Oregon State was a great school.”

Unconvinced of my answer, she replied, “There are 
great schools everywhere. Why did you choose to move 
across the country? Was this really about the school or 

did it have something to do with us? You didn’t even come home when your father 
was sick.”

I was so tired of lying. I had spent over fifteen years lying to her, but I just 
couldn’t bring myself to say the words. 

“Today’s not the day,” I said. I turned away from her and went to pour a  
cup of coffee. 

“I don’t know the next time I will get to see you. It might as well be today. 
Besides, I think, today above all days, you owe it to your father to give him a reason 
for your absence. He missed you. We both did.”

“I’m sure he did,” I muttered under my breath, which she gave an accusatory 
look. “Look, I’m here now; it’s as simple as that. Now can we drop it?”

“No, we cannot. Please, Celina. I can’t take the silence any longer. I want my 
daughter back.”

The memories churned in my stomach, desperately wanting to be released. 
Years of secrets, and now everything was coming to light, but could she really 
handle it? Her estranged daughter about to pop that magic bubble of hers. Staring 
with question-filled eyes, she was a child, and I was the mother about to tell her 
that the prince and princess didn’t live happily ever after.

“We used to be close. Do you remember when things changed?” I said, knowing 
she had to remember me shutting her out. It wasn’t as if it had been a slow change. 

“Well,” her eyebrows furrowed. “I supposed I began to notice a change when 
you were a teenager, but I was told that was quite normal during those years.” 

Of course she had spoken to someone else about my sudden mood shift. God 
forbid she would actually talk to her own daughter. I couldn’t help but wonder who 
she spoke to. One of those clueless women from her Bible study no doubt. 

“Do you remember when I was fifteen, and I tried to convince you that I was 
old enough to have a lock on my door?”

She smiled, remembering a happier time. “Of course. We didn’t think it 
was necessary.”

“No,” I corrected, “Dad didn’t think it was necessary. You just went along with 
whatever he said.” 

“You’re not making any sense, Celina. What does this have to do with why 
you left?”

“You know, after all these years, I half expected you to know.” I suppressed 
the need to shout out everything that happened during those five years of hell, 
but I wasn’t about to lie. Not when I was so close to having a real relationship with 
my mom. “I hated you for so many years, because I thought you let him do  
those things.”

“I don’t understand.” All her attention was waiting on what I would say next.
“Why do you think I never came back by myself? Because I can’t stand to be 

alone with that man. Every night that I spent in this house as a teenager, I prayed he 
wouldn’t come. But pretty soon I figured out that praying didn’t matter. There was 
no god to protect me. Not from his touch. Once you’d fallen asleep, he’d pay me a 
visit, and then to redeem himself, he’d volunteer at a homeless shelter. The fucking 
hypocrite.” And there it was.

The popped bubble.
“You’re lying.” My mother’s voice came out in a loathsome crackle, barely audible.
I looked up. Her eyes were defensive hostility. And there, the answer to my long 

time question: Denial. 
“You wanted to know, so against my better judgment, I told you. Believe what 

you want, but your Prince Charming fucked his own daughter.”
She didn’t move. For a moment she just stood 

across from me with both palms pressed firmly 
against the countertop. What did she think? That I 
would burst into laughter and say it was all a joke? 
And then I felt the sting of her palm against my 
cheek. I couldn’t believe it. My mom hadn’t ever so 
much as given me a spanking as a child let alone 
struck me.

“You’re lying. How dare you accuse him of such things? He was a man of God.” 
Her face burned red, and a darkness that I had never believed mom was capable of 
manifested through her eyes.
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“God? Snap out of it Mom. God is simply a myth created by people to make 
themselves feel better about their sins. I should know. Dad loved to use God as  
an excuse.”

“Get out.” She turned away from me. Despite the fact that she had just called 
me a liar, I hated the idea of leaving on terms like this. “I said get out,” she repeated, 
through gritted teeth.

“This is why I never told you the truth. Because of my gut telling me that you 
would choose your husband over your own daughter. Guess I shouldn’t be surprised 
though. He did, after all, choose himself over this family when he stole everything 
from me.” Tears ran down my cheeks.

I ran up the stairs, locking myself in the bathroom; my cheeks burned with 
anger and betrayal. This was what I had been afraid of. The one person that I 
needed to believe me had just turned her back on me. 

Eyeing the pill bottle that sat exactly where I had left it, my whole body 
quivered in desire for the contents. My mouth watered, and I craved nothing so 
much as those tablets. What was truly stopping me? I picked up the container. This 
time it felt light and freeing. Emptying two small pills into my hand, I imagined the 
relief that only they could give. With a handful of water, the pills slid down my throat.

Elizabeth Alexander • Ceramic
This is a mask sculpture that is supposed to represent the 
masks that people wear around others and the different 
layers of defense they hide behind.
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Jeremy Crane • Oil on Canvas
This work has made me fall in love with big work, 
and the use of big brush strokes. My influence for 
this was Jenny Saville’s work.

Azure Calder • Charcoal on Paper
This is a drawing of my son with his face pressed 
firmly against the window, looking inside at me.

Elise Cryder • Soldered Copper and Brass
A study of applying texture to metals and 
soldering multiple layers of metal.
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a world filled with wailing His heart heard, and broke 
a world filled with yelling His heart heard, and broke

a dad asked his son one day: “you wanna play baseball?” a smile replied the boy 
from that dad’s lips everyday after, silence His heart heard, and broke.

a mom cried on his shoulder like a leech on his neck 
tear drops bursting on his bed His heart heard, and broke

behind a window, the boy watched some boys whooping it up. 
the boy thinking, i don’t need them, His heart heard, and broke.

that man talked about his neighbor, and stabbed. 
laughter like daggers His heart heard, and broke.

his mate asked “didn’t we sit close in class?” 
him thrice saying, “i don’t know you, man,” His heart heard, and broke.

“Lord, watch out for josh today lest again he betray You.” 
“I have loved you all the same,” his heart heard, and broke.

Travis Jones • Graphite on Paper
This originally was supposed to be my shoes, but grew 
into much more as I drew everything around it.

by Josh Bennier
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David Berry • Diorama
A day in the life of a city in the Pacific 
Northwest. I chose environmentalism as an 
additional theme.

 

Diana Boligar • Vector Illustration
Brave ants jumping for their future.

Ecko Constantine • Mixed-Media
I chose to make the figure neutral on race, gender, gender identity, 
and so forth because we live in a world where someone can be 
killed for something they didn’t choose.
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Bird of paradise,
your colors sear your own eyes
but burn too quickly.
Learn, as clever lilies know,
to reflect, if not to glow.

Garry Bastian • Silver Gelatin Print
Growing up with a dancer for a best friend, I 
was always inspired that no matter what she 
faced in her life she could turn to dance and 
feel liberated of the world

by David Berry
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Kristina Gavrilin • Oil on Canvas
A portrait of a woman. This was inspired by my 
fascination of Picasso’s unique work. It is aimed 
to be both strange and beautiful.

Azure Calder • Watercolor Mixed-Media on Paper
Women are layered much like their makeup, jewelry, and 
clothing. Only their inner-selves know their true feelings or 
struggles.

Filip Popa • Graphite on Paper

Luke Entwistle • Oil on Canvas
Color is definitely as important as the subject 
matter, if not more.

I wanted to tackle the subject of Dissociative Identity Disorder, 
more commonly known as Multiple Personality Disorder. Then I drew it.

( )
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Jeffrey Grimes • 16-gauge Steel & Hawaiian Cedar

Josh Mattison • Digital Photography

Jeffrey Grimes • Welded 16 Gauge Steel

These shots came from a project where I was 
forced to work out of my element.

My inpiration for this piece was to look at 
strong angular shapes in mathematics and 
geometry.

I am the product of mixed race parents. Both pieces were 
curved in opposing directions to represent the opposite 
sides of the world my parents came from.
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A face in the crowd. That’s all she was. That is, to him, at first. Well . . . no. More 
than that. Even at the beginning, he could sense . . .  something. She appeared to be 
nothing more than a mere passerby intruding on his morning commute, but only 
for a second. In that space of time, from the moment his brain initially translated 
what his eye was seeing to the moment his heart fired a shockwave that briefly 
debilitated all mental activity, hers was just another face he had seen many times 
before, but never truly seen. It wasn’t love at first sight; he didn’t believe in that. It 
was more a simple understanding, a revelation that behind each passing face, there 
exists an ordinary yet inconceivably complex person.

He had read somewhere that every face we meet in our dreams is the face 
of someone we’ve seen at least once in our life if only for the shortest amount of 
measurable time. When he first saw her, he felt a strange premonition that he was 
dreaming and that this face was a subconscious representation of a face he had 
known in reality and known well. A misstep from a fellow pedestrian that landed 
on his foot confirmed that he wasn’t dreaming; the brief sting was real and so was 
her face.

It was 8:37:54 in the morning when he first glimpsed the face he would see 
again the next morning and then in his dreams every night for the rest of the 
week. It was a Monday, August 11, 2014 on a crosswalk in Vancouver, Washington. 
There was nothing special about the date, the exact time, or the place. It was just a 
moment. It happened, and then it was over. Nothing to see here. Move along.

Per social customs, that’s all there should have been to it. We walk by a person 
on our way to work, the coffee shop, the grocery store, fill in the blank. We think 
to ourselves, “He’s cute,” “That’s a weird place for a mole,” “Look… A person,” etc. 
We forget them. What we don’t do, after uttering an unnecessary “Excuse me” to 
the man who trod on our foot, is turn around in place and search for the unknown 
woman who passed us by, halting the flow of pedestrian traffic in the process.

An elderly blind woman stumbled into him during his ruminations and 
dropped her white cane. After a series of profuse apologies and assurances that she 
had made it across the street safely, he quickly refocused his gaze on the opposite 
sidewalk. He had lost her. In the time it took him to fulfill his duty as an impromptu 
seeing-eye person, she could have disappeared into any of the shops lining the west 
side of the street. At that moment, he resigned himself to the norms that permeate 
our social lives and continued on his way to work.

She hadn’t disappeared. As a matter of fact, if he had continued scanning the 
sidewalk for a few seconds longer, he would have seen her pop up from behind the 
blue Toyota Camry with a dent in its hood. Because he only had time to quickly 
glance at her face, he wasn’t able to notice her feet. Because he didn’t notice her 
feet, he didn’t know her shoe was untied. Someone had stepped on her shoelace 
immediately after she had walked into the street and almost immediately before 
their two paths had crossed. She couldn’t very well stop in the middle of the 
crosswalk to tie her shoe, so she waited until she was safely on the other side before 
remedying this mundane problem.

In her preoccupation with the shoelace issue, she didn’t notice him as he 
had noticed her. Of course, she had seen him but hadn’t truly seen him as he had 
seen her for a nanosecond. His face registered in her mind for the split second 
that their eyes locked and then her eyes shifted elsewhere. There was no spark, 
no understanding. He mattered to her as little as a stone in the paved street, 
unbeknownst to her because it was only a part of the whole—the people around 
her made up a crowd, singular.

While he continued on his way to work, she resumed her morning run through 
the city. She loved to run because it could serve as a metaphor for her life in almost 
any context: she could be running away from 
something (an abusive partner or a crippling 
addiction) or toward something. Usually, it was 
the former.

She had just moved to Vancouver after 
earning her B.A. in Fine Arts from Washington 
State University. What she would do with that 
degree, she had yet to determine. Vancouver was also a vague choice; she pictured 
Portland, Oregon as the cultural capital of the Northwest and wanted to live there, 
but she also wanted to stay in Washington. Vancouver was just kind of there as a 
compromise.

by Joseph Tucker
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A part-time waitress position appealed to her; she could make money while 
she shopped around the area in search of where her passions lay. Of course, her 
intermittent schedule meant many hours alone in her apartment, becoming bleary-

eyed from scanning the sea of Craigslist job postings 
on the Internet. On this particular morning, ten 

hours before she was needed at the diner downtown, 
she ran to simply get away from her apartment and its 

omens of stagnation that came in the form of unwashed 
dishes, library books thrice reread, and a designated “at-home outfit” that occupied 

the foot of her bed.
She had friends in Portland, yes. The gradual waning of her self-purpose and 

cheerfulness, however, had transformed those friends into mere acquaintances and 
ultimately into utter strangers. She remembered a time long ago before heartbreaks 
and monthly bills when her family had a single telephone mounted on the kitchen 
wall and that was it. She had tons of friends then, and she knew each one of them 
by name. As a young girl of nine living in a time before social networking, she was 
forced to transcribe each of those names with the corresponding seven- or ten-
digit phone number in her mother’s small, blue address book if she ever wanted 
to contact any of those friends. The act of physically writing those names and 
numbers made it real; these are my friends and how I can call them. Now, looking 
at her iPhone’s contact list, there seemed to be no connection; they were only 
multicolored pixels shaped by a computerized code she had transmitted by tapping 
a screen that had the sensation of an impersonal wall. They could just as easily be 
removed by a few more impersonal taps.

She longed for a real connection. As it was, she was so entrenched in her quest 
for purpose that cultivating a friendship was barely possible. Perhaps that was what 
she needed, though: another person to pull her out of the mire and tell her she was 
not alone. She figured she needed to get her life on track before she could even 
consider acquainting herself with someone else, not realizing it could happen the 
other way around.

His name was Jay Kipling. Her name was Kay Jepson. Their coincidental names 
never received remark because they never met. No one person knew both of them. 
The six degrees of separation theory held true, however. Jay’s mother worked at a 
Walmart and her boss was the brother of a woman who hired Kay’s neighbor to 
babysit for her two children. 

Jay hated running, but he kept in shape. He was tall with blond hair and brown 
eyes. He liked to wear sandals with socks and he owned a golden retriever puppy 
named Captain. Captain was named after Jay’s love of many fictional captains: 

Ahab, Picard, Hook. He loved reading and he hoped to be a writer one day. On 
the morning he passed by Kay in the street, he had stepped off a C-Tran bus that 
he took every morning from his apartment to 
downtown where he worked as a bank teller. He 
had recently ended a relationship, and he frequently 
volunteered at the local food bank.

When he glanced at Kay, he noticed sweat 
collecting under her brown hair. She wore a ponytail 
and glasses, which made him wonder if she worked in a professional business or a 
library and if she was susceptible to the early morning August heat. We can see now 
how wrong a first impression with only a face can be. Of course, he didn’t notice 
her tracksuit or realize that she wore glasses only to suggest the idea that she was 
smarter or more professional. She had blue eyes and, for that, received countless 
compliments from men at bars who really couldn’t care whether they were blue 
or red or all colors of the visible spectrum. Of course, she didn’t care that they 
didn’t care; feigned appreciation was the closest she could get to the real thing. She 
enjoyed reading, also, but not as much. She called her grandmother every Friday 
night since she graduated, knowing that she was not long for this world. She was 
bisexual and was lately developing feelings for a coworker who probably preferred 
men and who probably wasn’t even aware she existed.

Jay wanted kids. Kay didn’t want to marry. Kay wished to travel. Jay was afraid 
of airplanes. Jay was a Taurus. Kay was a Cancer. Kay grew up Catholic. Jay had 
been atheist, but turned to agnosticism during college. They were both allergic  
to strawberries.

Much can be said about each of them. A couple of books, in fact. Even then, we 
cannot start to scratch the surface of who they really were. They were two people 
out of over seven billion on this world just trying to find their way through the 
madness and magic that is life. They shared a few brief encounters before Kay died 
in a tragic accident and Jay moved on to his long life of 88 years with children and 
grandchildren. This is their story and, for whatever reason, it happened, and then it 
was over.

He got off the bus the next morning—Tuesday, August 12, 2014—at 8:36:02, 
about a whole minute and a half earlier than he had the day before. It just happens 
that way sometimes. He had completely forgotten about the girl in the ponytail and 
glasses with sweat on her forehead and lips parted until he stepped off the bus and 
approached the crosswalk. He recalled the way he felt when he saw her—a slight 
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pang in the heart and a momentary lapse in motor function—and had a faint hope 
that he might see her again, if only for another few seconds.

By some cosmic miracle, he did. She had the morning shift that Tuesday and 
had to be at the restaurant by 9:00 A.M. As it happened, she was the type who 
needed to be wherever she had to be much earlier than what was asked of her. A 
fear never explained or even explored prevented her from risking tardiness lest she 
suffer unknown consequences. Her apartment was not far from the restaurant, 
so she always walked. She would have passed the bus stop two minutes sooner if 
a call from her mother hadn’t stopped her in the doorway of her apartment. Her 
grandma was now on hospice and only had days to live. She hurried onto work after 
thanking her mom for the update, blinking back tears and trusting her job to pluck 
her from this world and its troubles for a few hours before she was thrust back into 
reality during her lunch break.

She finally saw him for the first time as he had seen her the day before. 
There was a huge smile on his face as if he hadn’t a care in the world. She gave a 
weak smile back and thought, This guy’s an idiot. He probably thinks the world is 
sunshine and roses and everything’s fair and the good guys always win and nobody 
has to go home by themselves to endure another agonizing night of fruitless “Star 
light, star brights” before the dreams give way to nightmares that they never wake 
up from. But . . . how does he do it? Smile so effortlessly and so unnecessarily just 
to . . . say hello? Make an advance? He just walks on by giving out free smiles to 
anybody who will take them. That’s…so… beautiful and…didn’t I see him yesterday?

He was surprised to see she wasn’t wearing glasses and didn’t have her hair in a 
ponytail; still he recognized her. As soon as he did, his smile widened to an almost 
maniacal degree. It just astounded him that they managed to be in the exact same 
place at the exact same time two mornings in a row; he couldn’t help but smile at 

the magic of it. Not magic… Just a freak coincidence. Well 
… Maybe it is magic. Maybe I should be more receptive 
to the possibility that such a thing could exist. I felt 
something—a thing —yesterday when I first saw this 

girl. She just passed me by, but something stopped me, a 
magnetic pull or some other force of nature. I had to turn 

around to search her out. I couldn’t find her after about a minute, and I gave up. By 
all accounts, what should have happened was that I never saw her again. We were 
just two pedestrians crossing the same crosswalk in opposite directions. A chance 
encounter. Then this happens? Could it actually mean something?

They passed each other. She safely arrived at her intended sidewalk and he at 
his. He still knew nothing about her, and she only just noticed him for the first time. 
Before he could press on, though, he had to look at her again. Her back was to him 
and she never turned to reciprocate his gaze. She didn’t think anything of it; she 
couldn’t think anything of it, not after the terrible news she had just received from 
her mother. 

He thought about her several times throughout the day. She saw his face flash 
in her mind once before a customer called her over for a refill. He had friends, a high 
quality of life, a dream to pursue. She was confused, lonely, in search of meaning. 
He had no reason to make a connection, but he considered it. She needed a 
connection, but she never made time for it.

At 6:21:20 P.M. on Friday, August 15, 2014, they met for the last time. She was 
going to see an as yet undetermined movie at the theater on C Street while he was 
exiting the community library at the corner of Evergreen Boulevard and C Street. 
She was on the north side of Evergreen, waiting for the red hand of prohibition to 
transform into the white figure of permission, even though there were no cars in 
sight. He was preparing to cross to the west side of C Street and wait for the bus 
that would take him home. If their positions had been reversed, she would have 
crossed her own walk without giving him a second glance. Because she had the 
red hand, he had the white figure, but he refused to take the opportunity after he 
spotted her. The conscious acknowledgement of her face at that moment was then 
linked with his fuzzy memory of her from before, and the process of recognition 
was completed. He waited for her to cross.

As she did, she saw him. She watched as he purposefully avoided 
her gaze to suggest that he wasn’t waiting for her, 
but that was essentially an outright confession that 
he was. Panic struck her when she realized there was 
nobody else in the vicinity. In less than five seconds, 
she needed to make a decision.

Freeze on those five seconds. 
Here they are: two strangers who know nothing about each other and never 

will. One is going to a movie—any movie—just to forget the heartbreaking news 
of her grandmother’s death that morning. The other just got off work, picked up a 
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couple of mystery novels for the weekend, and will be the best man at his friend’s 
wedding in only two weeks. She is walking toward him slowly, wary of his intentions. 
He is preparing to take a bold chance and greet this unknown woman he’s already 
seen twice this week. 

Jay Kipling and Kay Jepson never knew each other. They only knew a face. If 
we take a moment to consider, however, we realize that a face is not meant for the 
person who owns it. The only real faces we see are those that belong to someone 
else. Our own faces are meant to be a means of communication with other people. 
There are other people in this world.

What might have happened if Jay and Kay threw caution to the wind and 
made each other’s acquaintance? Would she still be alive? Would he have found 
something in his life he didn’t even realize he was missing? These are questions 
that can’t be answered. Life is a series of moments filled with an infinite number 
of life-altering decisions and an endless stream of passing faces. They are faces that 
bear scars, reveal secret fears, and shine like seven billion stars in a swirling galaxy of 
apparent emptiness. A face tells a story, but only for those willing to read it.

Unfreeze this small moment in time. 
“Nice evening, huh?” were the first three of only seven words he ever spoke to 

her. She hadn’t yet made it to the sidewalk.
“Okay, I guess,” she returned with a shrug and then lowered her head. She was 

approaching him.
“Have a good night,” he said, smiling widely. They nearly bumped shoulders.
“You, too,” she replied, chancing a smile herself. She passed by him.
She did a double-take but kept walking.
She wondered: I’ve seen him before, haven’t I?
He thought to himself: I wonder if she recognizes me.
He crossed C Street a few seconds later. 
As if on cue, they turned to look at each other. They smiled. Two . . . One . . . 

They looked away.

Ronnie Riske • Digital Photography

I took double exposures with a plastic Holga camera and combined them digitally 
to look like it was made stricly using digital techniques, and no analog at all. In a 
city like Portland, finding things made by hand aren’t so hard to come by.
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Ryan Santos • Ceramic mixed-media
I like to play with clay.

Ryan Santos • Oil on canvas
A garden of beardly delights.

Shanna  Schauss • Ceramic mixed-media
Convinced that I was a dragon in another life has left 
me intrigued by such fantastic creatures and concepts. 
Inspired by mythology, I wanted to take on the task of 
creating a skull of these tremendous beasts.

( )

( )
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Brenda Pereboom • Stoneware
These oversized shot glasses were created to have a textured surface so I could 
test the results of new glazes, and Egyptian art has always interested me as a 
record of history and culture and were the inspiration for this set of jars.

Claudia Carter • Stoneware
Man can build and destroy: lesson not learned. The natural 
order of nature will seek a balance.
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A collection of nights 
lying cold 
in tall pines  
where the sky 
folds 
into wine before 
dark carves a hollowed  
ledge. 
Drift snow catches 
boughs 
bright greens 
clawing their way  
from a white grave. 
I have been here before 
in the dream 
broken and hazed 
on the blurred 
brink. 
Breath shudders in 
icy strands 
pushing hard through 
thickets 
to empty alders 
on the hill. 
Hinged lips release the 
scream 
lost beneath 
lying frozen 
like 
stars.

by Angie Lohr

Elizabeth Alexander • Mixed Media on Canvas
This is a three-dimensional painting that embodies 
what winter is to me. I tried to use different textures 
and a cool color palette to give the sense of life and 
death that winter represents.
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Matt Murray • Digital Photography

During the day I feel limited and confined. When I get 
lost in my mind is when I feel most at peace. I’m free 
willed, free spirited and have no boundaries in my way. 
I can do anything and everything I want, whether it’s 
logical or not.

Brittany Justus • Copper
Inspired by Claude Monet’s painting, “Woman 
with a Parasol - Madame Monet and Her Son,” 
I created a broach of the woman with flowing 
fabric, holding onto the parasol. 

Tim Roduner • Stoneware
Finding inspiration in the Art Deco period, I 
added a little 1950s flavor.

Meagan Donnelly • Watercolor and Ink
Her hair, like the waves of the sea–although 
they are painted like sky, is somewhat 
representational for me and the confusion of 
where I should be in my life.

( )
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Jessica Maher • Silver Gelatin Prints
Humans take and destroy. But Mother Nature is 
always there standing off to the side; slowly she 
creeps in to reclaim what was once here.

Madison Loveall • Stoneware
I have always felt that when anyone creates art, it is a 
physical manifestation of something that was already 
within. Thus creating art is the richest manner in 
which a person can express themselves.
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Keziah Black • Digital Photography

Matthew Murray • Digital Photography

Trisha Bottemiller • Silver Gelatin Print

Taken while driving with my sister 
for hours through harvested fields 
on gravel roads. To me, this photo 

conveys both, “wish you were here” 
and “I can’t wait to be back home.” 

Creating my first photographic series was 
poignant for me because I was using my late 
grandfather’s film camera. It made me feel 
closer to him, as if I were seeing the world 
through his eyes, if only for just a few frames.

The explosion of a water balloon is so fast that our eyes can’t 
capture its beauty. Freezing a moment in time has always 
been one of my favorite things to do in photography, and 
capturing a moment like this is truly amazing.

Silent, stinging tears
Cut
Through the makeup caked face
Masking unsure identity.
Each drop
Tells a story
No one knows;
Whispers secrets
Never spoken.
Sniffles swallow sobs
Of a broken heart,
A heart that has vowed
Never to emerge from the
All consuming darkness,
Rough, solid, untouchable,
Never to love again.
Inhale;
The needle pulls stitches tight,
Face contorting into a smile.
That is all anyone will know,
A vision of strength.

by Shiann Roark
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Jacob Schulstad • Cut Paper

My interpretation of a found black and white 
photograph, then collaged using various types of 
paper, this scene portrays a butler day dreaming of the 
outdoors– like I do when I am inside for too long.Azure Calder • Gold leaf and ink

A statement about religious censorship using Russell 
Brand as the model for the modern day messiah.
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I couldn’t tell you the first time I cut myself. Hell, I can’t even remember what 
led me to believe that slicing my arms and wrists would even remotely help, but 
apparently teenage boys do some crazy shit, and, if nothing else, I was once a 
teenage boy. Awkward. Hormonal. The works. 

I can tell you without a doubt that having to hide my feelings away from the 
world so that nobody would see the horrific freak show that is me definitely took 
its toll. I was born wrong. But I could change, right? That’s what all the preachers on 
TV guaranteed for the low price of (insert absurd amount of money here)! Being 
poor white trash that was destined for hell unless I prayed the gay away, I had to 
find another route. 

The price of my guilt was paid in blood using dull scissors, rusty box cutters, 
and X-Acto knives all baring the remnants of whatever my last craft project was at 
the time. Hot glue? Acrylic paint? Graham crackers? I didn’t seem too concerned 
with the hygiene of it. After all, the plan was to cut myself until I no longer felt the 
pain of cutting myself and, when that happened, make the final cuts that would set 
me free from this existence the rest of the world called life. I called it pain. I called it 
misery. I called it the worst fucking thing any deity could allow his/her/its damned 
creation to be born into and forced to participate. No. I was done being the world’s 
puppet: I was cutting my strings! 

After that I only wore shirts with long sleeves.
When you are young, you say stupid things to your parents either to get them 

to notice you or to hide away even more. I guess there was a little of both going 
on when I casually informed my dad and stepmom that I was having a difficult 
time finding a reason to stay alive. That, in essence, I wanted to cease to exist. 
Somewhere in my adolescent brain, I thought this revelation would spark an 

Juvele Canilao • Oil on Bristol Board
I always wanted to turn an abstract into a messy painting, 
for it is a way I can give life to a simple painting.  

by Cory Blystone
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interest into why, and then I’d be forced (after multiple denials) to get to the heart 
of the matter. 

“I’m gay!” I’d shout, and they’d understand my dilemma and tell me that my 
intended destination would be the best path to take since Jesus didn’t give a shit 
to change me, even though I prayed a thousand times and belonged to a prayer 

group at school and spent Sunday mornings 
at church and Wednesday evenings at youth 
group and God thought it’d be humorous to 
challenge me, and then I could kill myself and 
be at peace with the whole ordeal. 

Alas, that was not the case.
 Therapy has a whole lot of crap wrapped up in science and presented 

as truth and for only twenty bucks copay with insurance you too can have a few 
of these sessions one-on-one with a licensed listener! It was the most god-awful 
waste of both my money (because the parental units decided it would be best if I 
took ownership of my problems) and my time, which, granted, I was spending an 
inordinate amount of time sulking and thinking about death and making crude 
incisions on the underside of my forearms with utensils that weren’t made for such 
activities, but still, it was mine, and I’m a greedy little bastard. The sessions were 
pointless because I was an unwilling participant in the game. I think we talked about 
rainbows and butterflies and calming meadows with running streams and deer 
grazing on dandelions. It was all a load of horseshit. 

I still have her card in my wallet.
Things being as they are in high school, and kids being nosier than they have 

any right to be in their fellow classmate’s business, a friend (were we friends?) 
caught sight of a few of my scars, and I let slip that I was depressed. Was this my cry 
for help, or was I just tired of making excuses? Fuck it. Excuses can be as damned 
as I. If I can’t allow me to be who I am inside, I won’t let others dictate when and 
with whom I share a tiny fraction of my soul with, especially since that soul wanted 
desperately to fuck ass and suck dick and kiss mouth and be in love with another 
soul just like it. 

Algebra made me wish I was ready for the inevitable reprieve from the torment 
life insisted on continuing to persecute me with: letters and numbers danced on the 
whiteboard in blue blur beyond anything my brain could wrap itself around. I was 
contemplating why theories were given the credence to be considered education 
and thusly forced to rape society’s youth with statutory insolence, when an 
acquaintance of mine I’d known since he was three feet tall and still sneezed with 
such ardent fervor it made the whole class laugh (“Ah-chi-chi-pooh!!!”) walked into 
the classroom, told the bald teacher holding the blue dry erase marker something 

incoherent to my partially deaf ears, then proceeded to walk towards me and hand 
me a folded note. Fuck. What have I done? 

The note was simple and read something along the lines of: you mean too 
much to too many people. I hope you know that.

I didn’t. I always assumed I was rather invisible. But this friend (yes, friend!) 
made me realize I had a choice in life. I could choose to burden myself with trying 
to live up to unattainable expectations I’d thrown on myself due to my own 
assumptions of what those around me could handle, or I could free myself of the 
chains that never needed to be in place except for my fear of who I was in a world 
that feared people who acted on their natural impulses and attractions because 
they were different than their own. Baby steps, I decided. Baby steps. 

Being the hoarder that I am, that folded note is tucked away in the binder I put 
it in after Algebra class and rests inside a cardboard box in my garage, and although 
I haven’t looked at it since that day, I can’t bear letting it find itself amidst fast food 
wrappers and discarded Chinese food takeout containers and used cat litter. I find 
that torn piece of notebook paper rather comforting.

Scars heal. People surprise. Life continues. 
I still can’t remember the day I started cutting, but I remember the day I stopped. 
Depression has nothing on me now. Fucker.
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Elizabeth Alexander • Ceramic

This sculpture is a comment on the way most of society views the 
environment; as a commodity or just something in the way of progress. 

Psychadelic Panic Attack, shown on left, is a study of color 
palette vs. subject matter in representing mood. My 
inspiration for Thank Your Mother came from the earth and 
patterns I find repeatedly in nature. 

Elise Cryder • Oil on canvas
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 The man sat hunched over on the sofa with a quiet determination, one of her 
cigarettes burning slowly in his hand. A pillow was on the arm of the couch with 
blankets pushed down to the other end, and three cups of cold coffee were set on 
the floor beside him. 

He stared at the phone sitting on his leg while tracing its edge with his finger. 
Sam had been calling him again, insisting on meeting. It wasn’t something he had 
interest in, but there seemed little point in avoidance. He’d already died once. What 
were a few more times before he was through?

The couch trembled as the man pulled himself up and knocked over one of the 
cups with his slow turn, adding to the stain on the floor. 

The overhead light in the bedroom was flickering, giving the room a surreal 
picture-quality.

His wife’s things stood as they had been. Her overstuffed chair remained by the 
window, holding the scent of vanilla soap and some annotated book she had picked 
up secondhand. She had always tried to read the highlights and underlines to 
imagine what the reader might have been like. This held more interest to her than 
the book itself. On the nightstand was a reading lamp with a burned-out bulb.

A bookshelf sat adjacent to the chair, lined with rows of books she was so proud 
of. He had argued that most were just for show, but she had insisted on buying them. 
There were towering stacks of books on the floor walling the entire area.

The man gazed at the empty bed and all of its familiar trappings and wondered 
how old she must look while hiding in the newness of strangers.

 The man moved out to the kitchen, a cigarette dangling from his mouth. He 
turned on the light and stepped on the scattered pieces of broken dishware as 
he made his way to the window. The sink was filled with water and old cigarette 

butts. He looked outside as the streetlights came on to show the sidewalk, his hand 
resting in soil on the counter from a broken flower pot, watching as the cars drove by. 

Across the street was the husk of a condemned house, torn down with just a 
settled foundation remaining. A willow tree stood on the far side, barely visible in 
the failing light. Its high-arching branches 
stuck out of the darkness like tendrils 
reaching out. The leaves caught at the 
wind, sending the branches in wild circles, 
thrashing against the breeze. 

His face softened, a ghost of a smile emerged for the place even angrier than 
he was. 

The growing shadows turned the lighted window into a mirror, hiding the 
outside and showing his face. He stood there a moment before tossing the cigarette 
into the sink and turning away. He paced back across the floor, hiding more and 
more with each step.

A bowl of ice sat on the outside table between Sam and the man. A light rain 
had started to fall, but neither moved to go inside. 

Sam sat perched over the table, resting on his arms as he picked at his 
fingernails; his legs were pulled in beneath the chair, booted feet crossed at  
the ankle. 

The man stared at the ground and scuffed his foot against the cracked patio. 
“Why are you drinking beer anyways?” the man said.
“Because I want to go out later. Why are you drinking vodka?” Sam said.
“Maybe I want to stay here.”
“Don’t say that. Look, love’s a small word you know.”
The man stretched his arm out and picked up his drink. He drank slowly before 

setting it down, holding the heavy glass in his hand while making circles with its 
edge on the table’s surface. His eyes moved away from Sam. 

“You don’t really want to stay here. You can’t act like everything is fine and 
good. You’re wearing this all over you.”

“Fair’s fair.”
“Except it’s not. It’s not fair to anyone. You aren’t looking for any sort of 

reciprocity. It’s not some kindness you want, but a payment.” Sam rubbed at his 
face, feeling the cold, then scratched his head before coughing into his hands. 
“Look, I get it. You don’t want to think about this. Lots of things feel better shoved 
into corners, but loneliness is an infectious thing.”

by David Powers
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The man reached forward and poured more vodka into his glass, watching as it 
flowed over the ice, frosted cubes turning clear with the small sound of cracking. He 
pushed out of the chair.

“I want you to leave,” the man said.
“Now wait a minute. Hey, come on, let’s wait a minute here.”
“Why? I could give you a day, and it wouldn’t change a thing.”
“But we’re trying for a good time, yeah?”
“Not anymore.”
“You’re drunk. Now sit down, ok? You’re drunk and you know it. I said sit down.” 
“I am not; I see fine.”
“Let’s keep talking then, all right?”
“What do you want from me, Sam?”
“Anything except nothing.”
“Are you going to fuck me too then?”
He gave Sam a wide smile, showing his teeth. 
The man pivoted, stumbled towards the back door and caught himself on the 

entryway with his shoulder. He continued on through the kitchen and down the hall, 
stopping in front of the open bedroom. The heel of his hand grinding at his left eye. 

 He walked to the nightstand and grabbed the lamp, ripping it from the 
wall. The man held it in his fist as he swung again and again at the ceiling light. He 
howled as glass and drywall bombarded the room and coated his hair and skin. He 
stood there breathing heavily, the lamp on the ground as he opened and closed his fist. 

 He picked up the book from the chair and threw it at the bedroom 
window. The man heaved a stack at the wall. He clawed at the books on the shelves, 
throwing them in every direction as he tore at his wife’s leavings. 

John Mangan • Acrylic on Canvas

Luke Entwistle • Oil on Canvas

Painting with oils is a frustrating, costly, 
messy, nauseating, all-consuming, 

masochistic endeavor, and I can’t get 
enough of it.

This is one of a series of abstract 
paintings undertaken to celebrate life 

via color and form. Kandinsky and 
Kupka showed me the path.

(

(

( )
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Katie Lombardo • Porcelain
I hardly ever have an entire design worked out before I start 
painting. It just takes shape on its own as I move from the 
center outward. 

Kerri Daniels • Acrylic on Canvas
I got inspired by cubist art.

Annette Jackson • Steel, Brass and Fused Glass

This welded art piece is my tribute, my symbol of 
giving back, to the culture of this beautiful region.

Stephen Kehr • Acrylic on Canvas

Resisting the temptation to convolute this work, yet somehow 
control the message with line, shape and subliminal music 
symbolism, this work was highly influenced by my family living in 
Scotland and the use of Google maps.

( )

( )
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Luke Entwistle • Ink on Bristol Board

Toilet humor and tragedy have helped shape 
me into the person I am today.

Meagan Donnelly • Diorama

Krysta Brixey • Traditional and Digital Illustration

This illustration is meant to 
portray a vision of the urban 
northwest. 

My inspiration came from mainly family owned restaurant chefs that 
always add a bit of a home-cooked feel to their food.

( )
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Your words resonate in my head and my heart like a gong, 

Like the first drop of rain to fall from the sky into a lake. 

The ripples extend from the center and don’t seem to stop, 

Like migrating birds flying effortlessly overhead 

Calling to each other through the clouds, although they cannot see, 

Knowing the journey but not the destination. 

Thoughts collect like sand, being carried by the wind across the endless shore, 

Swirling, dancing together yet separate.

Morgan Broad • Digital Photography
The inspiration for the majority of my pictures comes 
from nature. I love the feeling of being able to capture 
nature’s beauty for everyone to see.

Melinda Gibbs • Digital Photography
Photography has always been my passion. The 
peace and solitude of nature allows for growth and 
mindfulness that calms and settles my mind and body.

by Jennifer McLendon

( )

( )
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Jennifer Avens • Digital Photography

Rebecca Vit • Digital Photography

These photos are from a 16 shot series called 
Modern Fairytales and Unhappy Endings. 
I have always wanted to play with the 
characters from my childhood stories.

What if everything that we know to be true 
isn’t? What if every that isn’t, is? These are 
absurdities I like to explore through art. 

Blackbird, shown at right: Pain, suffering, and 
a burning passion within is what fuels art. I 
have never created anything worth viewing 
while cheerful.
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Josh Mattison • Digital Photography

Derek Williams • Digital Photography

I’m a student from Longview, where 

I took these photos. I wanted to play 

with light and shadow, and have a 

bit of fun.

I love shooting night photography; there’s something about it that is just so peaceful. When the sun goes down it’s like a whole new world in the city.

Laughter lingering in a swirl 
of smoke illuminated by 
overcast city lights. 
Looks of curiosity 
and moments of fragility  
sunken deep within 
the blankets of anonymity.

by Rebecca Vit
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Nicole Clark • Silver Gelatin Prints

Jasmine Pritchett • Silver Gelatin Prints
Striking features are a good representation of a strong, independent and creative woman in the everyday city environment making her mark on this world in her unique way.

The city can be one of the most fascinating places. 
It’s not until you go down there with a camera in 
your hands, that you start to have an eye for its 
interesting and different subjects.
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difference 
of opinion
regarding

the symbolism
of the
color
blue

“she takes me anywhere she pleases”

unexpected dance partners
slip thru 

   memory’s drapery
into today’s
searing sunbeam
   to pry the eyes open
sighing:

“I once stood exactly where you’re standing
and I had the same stupid look

you’re wearing now.”

wanna waltz toward closure
lead your partner
toward completion
perhaps your coupling
could lead to the reunion
of masculine and feminine

a new form of balance
tranquil in its 
sublime equanimity

so I lied
so I drenched the
the murmuring is
 is not

unrequited

 reliquaries

off balance

 deliberately

murder the crier
crowd the hawk’s stream

blue seeps into black
forcing the big reveal

despite having been told
old longings die hard

thought I detected
mutiny’s whisper

by Christopher Luna
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I sat down with Clark College English professor 
Christopher Luna to discuss his new poem “Down 
Love’s Tributaries.” I was especially interested in his 
perspectives as a poet as Luna is Clark County’s first 

Poet Laureate, an honor doubtless given for his prolifically-published poetry and 
founding of Ghost Town Poetry Open Mic events, now ten years running. From initial 
research into Luna’s work, I thought I was going to be interviewing a philosophic 
opponent. What was surprising for me and I hope you too will find interesting were 
all the answers he gave that just made good sense.

Josh: Could you interpret your poem “Down Love’s Tributaries” in light of the 
song of the same name that inspired it?

Christopher: I was inspired to write to the song because I liked the spoken 
word element to the song. The poem was basically whatever was passing through 
my consciousness as I listened to the music. If you quote pieces of it to me then I 
might be able to tell you about them. I do think that after I put something together 
enough to call it “done” and share it with the public, it’s theirs and they can interpret 
it however they want. Of course the artist has an opinion of their art but it’s not any 
more relevant than any other except that they have inside information on how the 
thing was made, but good art is not a one-way conversation. It’s not a monologue. It 
requires your active and full participation which means that the person that’s looking 
or listening brings all of their baggage to it, and they’re going to find things that the 
artist didn’t necessarily intend, but I don’t think that’s illegitimate.

Josh: To quote a particular piece of the poem, I’m interested in how it 
concludes from “lead your partner / toward completion.”

Christopher: This is some sexual imagery. That’s probably the most literal 
part of the poem because I do believe that in opening yourself up to the other, you 
have the potential to bring back together masculine and feminine in a heterosexual 
relationship. There are some origin stories for the universe where the male and female 
were parts of one being that need to find each other.

Josh: So your idea of “reunite” is mythical?
Christopher: It’s mythical, and it’s pretty literal. I think you will gain a 

lot when you’re able to say “I’m opening myself up to you because you have a 
completely different experience of the universe 
because you’re a different gender.” The ending of the 
poem is the most literal part of it. The rest of it is 
trying to find our way to it in a surreal way, and to me 
the whole thing is also about the joy of dancing with 
another person and how that opens your mind and heart.

Josh: Is dancing where the formal movement in the poem comes from?
Christopher: It came out of the ideas from an essay from 1950 called 

“Projective Verse” written by the poet Charles Olson where the poem was no longer 
bound to the left margin and could be as free as you wanted it to be. In Scratching 
the Beat Surface, the poet Michael McClure talks about a “systemless system.” He 
wanted his poems to have a shape that could look like an amoeba or something. 
What I took away from what Olson was saying and other ideas like McClure’s is that 
where you break the line, how much space is between the lines, and how the poem 
moves down the page can be a very personal thing. You don’t have to explain your 
“systemless system” to anybody. You just have to have an internal sense of why you 
put this thing in the middle instead of on the left. You have to do it on purpose and 
not just randomly splash things on the page. I was trying to do that there.

Josh: Are you trying to imitate McClure with the poem’s movement?
Christopher: I don’t know if I’m trying to make an organism like McClure. 

I’m trying to make something that reflects in some way the movement of the 
thought process, and it doesn’t matter if anybody else enjoys it. It would be nice if 
someone likes it, but my primary concern was that it was pleasing for me.

Josh: Considering how Allen Ginsberg has inspired you and his championing 
of “First thought, best thought,” do you try and limit your editing of poems?

Christopher: “First thought, best thought” to me has nothing to do with 
the editing process. It actually has to do with the writing process. You try to turn off 
the editor’s voice while you’re in the process of writing because the brain really can’t 
do those two things at the same time. If you look at the facsimile edition of Allen 
Ginsberg’s “Howl,” you see the many drafts that went into making that poem seem 
spontaneous. He achieved a kind of spontaneity through editing. Some poems need 
a lot of revision and some need just a little. I’ve been doing it long enough that I 
think I know when to leave it alone.

Josh: So it’s not just a personal interpretation, but you think “First thought, 
best thought” is misunderstood by a lot of people?

by Josh Bennier
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Christopher: I think it’s especially misunderstood by younger writers 
because it seems sexy at first, the idea that, “Oh, I can just, you know, spill anything 
out onto the page, and it’s perfect as it is.” Any writer that’s taking writing seriously 
knows that part of writing is massaging a draft into what you need. For most of 
the creative people I know, we sometimes get those fully-formed ideas, but we 
don’t rely on those gifts. There is a craft to what we do. There are skills that can be 
learned and developed.

Josh: What makes you unique as an artist, and by extension, what advice or 
encouragement could you give to aspiring artists who pose themselves the same 
question?

Christopher: I know the question of originality comes up for younger 
writers, and what I usually say to them is “There’s only one of you.” So what makes 
me unique is there’s only one of me. I think right now, we have two people in this 
room who are having two entirely different experiences of the universe. I think it’s 
the way consciousness works, the way our senses work. It’s a miracle that we can 
have a conversation with each other that makes sense, but we do all the time. So, 
what makes me unique is that I’m looking at the universe in the way that only one 
person can—this person.

Josh: So by implication what you’re saying is a lot of the artist ends up in the art?
Christopher: It is in spite of yourself. I think it especially happens with 

writing. I’ve had situations where my feelings for a person came out through the 
writing even when that wasn’t intended. Often enough other people will get it even 
if you didn’t because it was unconscious.

In terms of advice for young writers, the biggest thing they could do right away 
is read. Even if you’ve never read a word of poetry before, there’s a precedent for 
what you’re hoping to do and there’s a joy in finding the people who had the same 
approach to poetry. When you find those people, you feel as if they’re speaking 

directly to you and you say, “It is possible to do this 
thing I dreamed of because there’s a whole tradition 
of it.” You can’t get plugged into that poetic lineage 
which is as intense as your personal family tree unless 
you read. To me it’s not even about imitation. It’s more 
about seeing what the different colors are that I can 
use in my palette. The reason why people have what 
they think are personal relationships with the poets 

they like is because those people have changed them, but they’ve also given them 
permission to do things.

Josh: What would you say is the purpose of art, like poetry, say contrasted 
with entertainment or genre work?

Christopher: Of course poetry can be entertaining, but if it has a purpose I 
think it’s to crack open our heads and hearts. The poet 
is making a decision to pay close attention to what’s 
going on, to not shut off emotionally from anything. 
Poets, painters, songwriters all do this. It’s almost like 
you’ve flayed yourself. Your nerves are exposed to 
everything that could happen out there so that you can 
uncover the beauty, although it’s not always the beauty. 
Sometimes I uncover the awfulness of life. All humans have a certain sensitivity but 
one way of describing creative people might be that they’re more sensitive, and 
once you’ve identified yourself as a creative person, you can use this sensitivity, 
knowing in a kind of self-interested way that this is where the material comes from. 
Does that always make for an easy life? Not necessarily. Sometimes it’s really difficult 
to be hyper-aware of the pain and sorrow, and it could make you difficult to be 
around, but you also become hyper-aware of the joy and happiness.

Josh: Does this extreme receptivity require some humility?
Christopher: This is the paradox. You might be writing very autobiographical 

poetry, which all of us do, but at the same time, in order to be open in this way, 
you have to set the ego aside at certain times so that it’s not just a poem about the 
inside of your own head. Everybody’s got opinions. You’re trying to push through 
that superficial level of engagement with the universe to something deeper.
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Matthew Harmon • Oil on Wood Panel & Acrylic on Wood Panel
On left, More Than The Floor: Coming up from the deep-deep down. Eyes foreword, putting one foot 
after the other. Perhaps there will come a glimmer. On right, Empirical Being: As we move through time 
we slough off aspects of ourself. Each consecutive skin defined by decisions and environment.

We are proud to reveal the winner of the 2015 Editor’s Choice 

Artist Award, Matthew Harmon. View the two paintings shown at 

right and take time to savor his time-based art in their entirety on the 

Phoenix blog.  As you study his creations we think you’ll agree that 

Matthew’s talent is both inspiring and humbling.  

Matthew’s work reveals his eye for detail along with a strong 

creative passion. His vision allows the observer to discover and 

explore themes that are at once startling and complex in their 

execution. 

The painting “Empirical Being” stopped many viewers mid-stride 

when it was on display in the Frost Arts Center lobby and resonated 

strongly with the staff of PHOENIX and their theme of reveal; its 

impact is tangible. 

“More Than The Floor” exerts waves of energy with muted colors, 

all captured with discernable brush strokes that enhance its message.

Not all painters dabble in time-based art, and we celebrate the 

willingness of Matthew’s desire to do so. “Destination” and “Bobby 

Finds a Fish in the Percolater” (p. 29) showcase a cluster of filmed 

units that, assembled together develop critical awareness by a close 

study of the moving image and the expressive use of technology.
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PHOENIX was produced by Clark College students on Apple 
iMacs® using Adobe Creative Cloud® software. Images were 
digitized with either an Epson® Scanner or a digital camera.

PHOENIX was printed by Herff-Jones in Logan, Utah on 
Pacesetter White Silk 80# and 110# Via Felt Cover in Bright 
White by Mohawk. 

Body text was set with Cronos Pro®, a humanist sans serif 
font designed by Robert Slimbach for Adobe Systems. 
Slimbach is perhaps best known for his design of Adobe 
Garamond®, yet his design for Cronos caught our eye for its 
highly readable, calligraphy-inspired sensibility. The folio 
and various elements, such as the text you are reading here, 
were set in American Typewriter®. American Typewriter was 
designed in 1974 for the International Typeface Corporation 
by Joel Kaden and Tony Stan and is popular with designers 
trying to capture a nostalgic or hand-made feel.

To find out how to be involved with the next edition of Clark 
College’s PHOENIX, go to www.clarkphoenix.com.
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